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Chapter I
Introduction
Memory needs no justification and little introduction as a topic tor
psycbologioal reeearch.

Probably beoause mallOry profoundly 1nt'luences the

quality of action, exper1tnental investigation of this !'unction bas attracted
research workers ever since psyeb.olol'1 became a discipline in its own right.
Since every study Fennta its own specUic line

or

development, however, the

background that led both to choice ot the rationale and eventually to this

particular study of a proposed structural basis tor motor memry will be
clarified through a brier introduction.
As psycboloQ' baa come ot age, many investigators have become increasingl

dissatisfied with an approach to the stu.dy of P8TChological problema that not

only St.&:rtll, but stol?! with application or alteration ot a stimu1ll8, tollowea
by measurement

ot a response. Investigatore of memory, tor example, want to

know, not onlT that ~ry occun or does not occur (&8 Warred from respoua

_&II\1r8.), but aao (1) how .mary operates, 1nclud.1nIlmowled.p of how

memory _ahes v1th other tunctloDlJ and (2) whioh preci" structure. mediate

memory. Study' ot the process ot me'IUOZ7. witbout refereftCe to neural
structurel, is pri.m.a'rily, of cour.. , a P8ycholol1oal problem wb10h oan be

studied in a variety of 1f878.

In oontrast, .tudy of lfbich IItructures mediate

1Il818Or1' equally ol.a.1ma the 1Dtere.t, not only of ])87oholoO', but of the basic
d1a01pl1nes of nnroanatom,; aDd neuropb7alololT, as well .. the applied area
1

2

ot P8lObiatry.
The question of which structures are spec1tically needed tor memory

--ot

on at all, then, provides a meeting ground tor a number ot disciplines.
study

!::2. 12.
Since

proposed neural structures could lead to a IlOre thorough lmowledae ot

psychology, 1t 1s well worth studT.
same time oontribllte

The tact that lUoh knowledge will at the

to ltIOre than oue discipline makes study ot a structural

baa1e tor P81Oholoa1cal f'unctions sucb as memory all the more 1nY1ting.

The

problem, then, ot atu.dy'1ng one proposed neural lirak tor mediating memory Will
be tbe toCWJ of the preHnt stud¥.

How th1a particular

atudT came to be

choaen, however, still remaina to be sbown.

As a .t,arting point in the eearcb tor atructure. that mediate a function
8UCb as memory, either ot two ldnds ot approacb could be el'lf)lo)'ed.

Tbe first

approach, very commonly used in neurophysiological research, start. with
assessment of re. .lta ot pioevlou.e inveatiptiona and then uses the prev10ualy
gathered'relUlts as a basil tor turther study.
approach,

OM

Following this line ot

m1&ht al80 ohoose to inYest1p.te a structure, to a" what

pIIl't1cul.ar klnd

ot behav10r lt aerves, irreapective ot what others bave found.

A.n error in l.slon placement may alao lead to suggesting struotures to damage
or 8t1mu.late in tnrt.ber studies.

This tirst approacb, then, leads to damaging

or stimulatll11 a structure (usually on one ot the bases cited) and then to
interpreting tile f1nd1ngs PfSyehologtoally.

This approach claw certain

strengths and advantages as well as disadvantages.

One point in favor

ot tb.1II approaob 1s that it baa certainly provided a

vaat and serviceable heritage of information tor students ot brain function,
whatever their tbeoret1cal perspectives snight be. T'hroup this approach

3

domains or the brain, bav1ni relevance tor a var1ety ot .further 8tud1es, have

been mapped. But on what basia .does one choose to atilllUlate or destroy thia

rather tbara some other structure?
A disadvantage ot this approach is that the clues it ottera u to which

functions a structure m1.ght serve are ra.dically limited by previOUS exper1ntental and cUm.cal invest:l.gationa ot brain structures. Since. unlike a more
directly

p~iolog1cal

tunction such as breathing, a psyvhological function

like memory otter. no overt clues as to which structures might. mediate it,

th18 tirst approach m&7 be potentially waate.tul ot roeearoh ettorts.
appears a.a it an approach

ot th1a

ld.nd ls daat1ned

It allo

to ead with isolated

t1Dd1nge, since it precludes proposal of ways tor linking st.ruotures With one
anotberln terma of related t\motlone, at lea.at until such a time as much more
information will be available.

A atill more lerioua objection accrues from starting by d.amag1ng a
str\1cture in order to see 'Wbether a given tunct10n will be impaired as a
result.

This objection 18 that the damagud structure may aerve not only or

even mainly the tunot1on that 18 found detective. For example, the m&n7
studies done durinc the past decade on the reticular system in Mdiating

sleepinc and waking prOTide no baeia tor indicating other fluxlt10na tb1s
ayatam

rns::r serve.

Clearly, a more desirable app:'oach would incorporate intormation ga1ned
throu.gh WJe

ot

the first approach, and could also propose clear-cut sugestlons

as to what ld.nda of at.ru.ot.ures t,o look tor in the brain.
An alternative to atart1Dg with damage to a stru.ctura, t01l.l'lded tirst on
M'Uropbp101ogioal research am. tile reRlt. of previous experimenta, would be

4
to begin 1Datead

v1~h

an auJ..yeia ot the P870hologtcal proce.... t.hat lead

to .....n neuroplvaiolog1cal re.earch
ldt.h a prior P5l'1holog1cal analya18, one is in a better

trom perception to aet.1oD, and
studies.

~hen

posi~ion

than before to know what atZ"\1ctures could mediate the tunction in quest.ion,
and relat.ed tunot.lons as _11.

Exempl1fy1ng this second approach, a 1960 tormul.at.ion or H. B. Arnold,

wh1ch is relevant, to 'the structural ba818 tor rumor'J ~ 1uvites study. On the
buis

ot a pqcholog1oal anal..ysia, followed bT ...aes. .nt. ot neuropbyalolog1ca

research s'tud1e., 'th18 tortJlllat.1on propose. det1n1te structure. tor _dating

-morT. A ps)'Oholog1cal analysi. cau distinp.18b dttterent tunctions (thoup
thea. are not rigid17 separated) 1rl

1;he

seqwmce ot act.iY1t.1ea lea.d1.na trom

perception to actloa, to which each function IIlIlT contribute.

Arnold'. approach, on which this .tudT vUl be based, start. like any

other pS1Obological formulation, with what 18 obsened--seen, said, done. The
tirn step ill thla ·pqchololioal aoalyaia 18 to inquire.

what. is t.b8 common

sequence ot actlv1t1ea that leads to the Obsened action? No nattar what 18
ewnt.uallT done, a person must first percei'V'8 someth1na, IIlSt &ppt"aiae it u
good, bad,

or ind1rrerent, mwrt like or dislike it in some way before be will

-

approach or .\'Oid it. Rot what 18 done (wbether it be climbing a wall,

learning a uze, writ1na a oomposit1on) 18 important tor thie purpose, but

-

that the P81Obolofl1cal activities leading to the ob.erved action occur in a

By achieVing kDovledp of the sequence of activ1ti•• that leads to action,

one 18 by that tact in a better position than betore (1) to understand the way
in which ..... ioue ta.nct1ons contr1bute to t.he sequence t.hat leads t.o act.ion at

5
succeeding stateS) and (2) to suggest which 1d.nda of connect10118 appear to be
needed in the brain tor mediating a particular function or aotivity.

At this

point stud;,y ot the neuropbysio logical. research invest1gations already
available

mau be profitabl¥ usened,

with the aim of pinpointing specific

struotures that appear likely to mediate a given function, while connecting
with related

OMS.

As a result ot applying the procedure ot psychological analysi., followed
by asse ••umt of nauroplqsiological research studies.

Arnold (1960) concluded

that thB hippocampal structures (hippocampua and hippocampal rudiment) appear
to hava the k'1.nda

ot connections that could serve memory_From

proposed by Arnold, and tollow1ll1 the rationale

the structures

ot th1s second approach to

11.europsycholoc1cal 1\mct1olling, the present stu.d1' took rise.
Applied to the preaent atudy
~,

ot a struotural

buia proposed for motor

Arnold'. formulation commends 1tsol£ on several counts.

emphuia on

.tu~

ot Nal

Firat, by its

proCJesee8 and their structural bases, it i.e

coWJisteut with. a philosophic position ot realism. Both 1n their operation
and in their etructural basu, rf.l&l P8jOhologlcal functions, not abetrao1:.1ona

to be substituted tor them, can be known.
Second, in apecttylnc which structures appeal' u it they could l1I$d1.ate
par-ticular functions, Aruold'. formation may lead to greater economy of

research efforts than has been acbieved

80

tar.

Third, in Spec1tyilll definite structures and proposing bow they could
mesh, this tornrulaticiJ. also satisties the scientific canons ot explicitness and
olarity_

Because it 1a explic1t and clearly drawn, the formulation lies open

to experimental test, a means needed tor gaining certain knowledce

or

6
struotural bases tor psychological functions.
For two llnmediate reasons the function ot memory was chosen tor study:
(1) because f!8oory profoundly influences the quality of action; and (2)
because

the clear-aut proposal ot structures tor serving rN3lOOry invites

experimental test.
This study Will be the seoond in a series designed to test one phase of
Arnold's hypothesis, that the hippocampus and the hippocampal rudiment aerve

memory in tbe various modalities. Specii"ically, this study w111 aim to
determine whether or not the hippocampal rudiment 15 needed tor motor m8'!JY.)ry.
Because th1s study arises simultaneously from both physiology and
psychology and 18, theretore, a shared problem!., it requires techniques, s!dlla l
and prior knowledp trom both d1aciplines.

Since it rarely

inveatigator has fully mutered all the 1"echniques

or

bap~ns

that one

two disciplines, and

thi.a is the cue in the prasent study, competent help from the neighboring
discipline ot physiology was enlisted at successive stages ot brain surgery,
preparation ot slides, and evaluatlon of histological results.
the specifio applicatiou

ot

Discussion ot

method, both pqchological and ph7a101ogloal, will

be deterred lUltril su.ch time as it becomes directly relevant to the study at

band.

Chapter II
Proposed Functions of the Hippocampal Structures
Early Background of Hippocampal Funotioninc
Until very recent times the hippocampus (and its anterior continuation,
the hippoca:JI'lP&.l rudiment) has b-een more elusive and barning in its functions

and relationships to other structures than the sea horse of class1cal
nythology for which it was named.

For nearly three hundred years atter

Arantiu8 (in 1,87) 1dentif'ied and christened the hippooampus proper in the
human brain (Papez, 1937), it remained a silent struoture.

Only in the put

quarter of a century have proposed functions for the hippocampus been
investigated on a large scala.
In the nineteenth century Ferrier did the first experimental study' of th9
hippooampus reported in the literature (Papez, 1937). A...rter destroying the
hippooampus in the monkey, Ferrier reported a depress! va effect upon the sense
of touch.

This early record implicating the hippocampus in cutaneous

sensibility is the only known report of its kind.
In oontrast to the single conolusion that th0 hippocampus serves touch,

e. funotion very oommonly aS60ciated with the structure has been olfaction.

In

the early literature (Broca, 1878) the hippocampus was believed to form part

ot

II.

widespread system, called "limbic lobe" because it surrounds the hilus ot

the bra.in hemispmres.

In this system, Broca included the oltactory tubercle

7

8
the hippocampus and hippocampal rudiment, the cortex neal" t.he oltactorT striae

and the pr9p1'ritorm area, the hippocampal, paruplenial, ctnculate, and
suboallosal gyrus.

other reg101'l8 ia Broca'. limbic lobe include t.he

frontot.emporal cortex, a band ot tissue between the trep)'ritorm area, and the
orbito.frontal and anterior temporal neocortex.

(Arnold, V. II, p. )1) Broca

did llOt distingu:lah the hippooampue from. the other structures in the limbic
lobe in tems of f\motioa.

Becauae the hippooampue was i.ncludad nth

oltactor)" structures in the limbic lobe, it 18 no wonder that the bippoe&mpWI

came to be &asociated with tho sense of amell. The fact that the structure of
the bippocuplS 1& .imilar to that of part. of the brain that serve the

AruM

of smell a180 lent support to it. being oonsidered. aa the cortical receiving
area for the olfactory

S8D8e.

The early fUnctional lir&k1Dg of the hippocanpwJ

w1.th the olfactory' .tru.cture. bas carried owr in. modern use ot the term

"rhitll9noephalon" meaniug "nose brain" (Peele, 1961), a term ooined b7

••

Kolliker and

DOW

applied to a number ot non-oltactc17 structure" usually

1ncluding the hippocampu.a.
'l'he interpretaticm. that the hippocampus

SerTe8

olfaction could have been

avoided it only a tact ot history had been associated with the purported

oltacto17 function.

The overlooked tact

ot history was a ren.lt ot a

OOlltp8ratiw .tudy" done by Broca (1878), who tOUDd that the hippoo8llp\1s i8
oommon to all mamraals. Broca remarked particularly

OIl

the presence of the

hippocampus in the dolphin, an animal that lack. oltactory nerve., bulb, and

tract, and hence oarmot .mell (Smith, 194U). Whether later morpholog18te
reflected upon Broca'. observation or were even avan of it oannot be
determ1ned on the bui. of available f'ragment;ary e'ri.dence.

Wbatever the case

9

may haft been, a crowing number of morphologists, including Cajal, Dejerine,

••

Turner, G. E. Smith, and Kolliker came to 1mpu.te an oltacto17 function to the

hippocampus, a view that was in vogue tor

tI"..al.Q3T

years.

In the meantime, the results of certain investigatiOns
could haw led to turtber knowledge
were passed by.

ot t.he brain t.hat

ot .f.'u.nctiona ot the hippocampal structures

Perhaps because of selective attention paid to the hippocampus

as serving olfaction, studies that in a later age would have been seized upon
and carefully .followed through, were appraued at the t.ime thq were reported

u s1mp17 curious facts.
The firat ear1.7

stu~

..

of importance to diacovering functlona of the

hippocampal structures was not aean .s relevant at the time it was reported •
(Brown & SeWer, 1888)

A~

ablating the temporal lobes in monke78, these

investigators noted "severe intellectual depression," oharacterized by apparent
inability to recognize common objects by sight. The investigators reported

that the sensor,. :functions ot vision, audition, taste, touch, and smell were
evidently intact (p. )18).

Underetanding ot the sensory impressions needed

for recognizing objects by sight or sound, however, appeared to be impossible
without t1rst tasting, smell1n&, or touching the object in question.

Since

ma.rl7 structures besides the hippocampus are involved in temporal ablation, and

.

because an 0 If'aotory function vu already imputed to the hippocampus, the tact
,

that little attention vas accorded Brown and Schafer's study is not uton1sh1.ng

Brown and Schater mq theuelves have obscured and retarded recognition ot the
role of the hippocampus in produc1nl the ob::1el"ved result. by attributing the
functional los. in their an1mals to probable vuoular cbanles. 11ft)" years

atter publication ot this studyt when I'IIlcl\ more vas lcD:ovn abOllt brain

10
tunctloning tban was tl"Ue at the time ot Brown and Scbiter t • study, findings

•

similar to theirs (KluYer " Bucy, 19;8, 1939) came at a ti_ more propitious,
apparently', tor turt.her investigation of the poasible role ot the hippocampus
and hippocampal gyrus in such f'unctional anomalies.

The second relevant early tinding, a case history of a man who bad
manifested extraordinary memory loss and apathy, reached scholarly circles in

a 1900 report by the Russian neurologist Beobterew (Penfield, 1959).

Post-

mortem examiQ&tion ot the subject" brain revealed lesiona of the mesial
surface of both temporal lobes, involving damage to the hippooampus in both
'hemisphere..

-

In thi. inatanoe, u in that of Brown and Schafer, tUt,. years

elapsed before .t.rild.ngly similar cases reached the clinical literature
(Gr1tfltb, 19,2, Grunthal, 1947).

Probably' because more intormation about brai

.tuuotione became available dur1Dg this tUtY-78Ar period, the.. later reports
led to widespread i1'lftatlgation of the role

or the

hippoc&lJlpUa in psychological

tuD.ctiona •
Later Formulations

ot Hippocampal Functioninc

Herrick (19)3) was the firat to waest that the hippocampus, elusive sea
horae, might serve tunctlona .........
in addition
io
Calling the
.
-.-. tbe senee of smell.
bippocall'JPWl, topther with other .truoturea ot Broca'a cluBie limbic lobe, a
"nonspecUio actifttor ot all cortioal activ1ties" tram leaming and memory to
emotion (Herrick, p.

14, 193). Herrick presaged all the major theoretical

positiona aDd exper1menkl investigations tbat ban involved the hippoOUlpWS
eYer siuee.

Herrick, however, proposed no circuits and did oot attempt to

explain hewtIe hippoC&1ll,PU8 mediated "adjuatiYe, 1ntellipnt" behavior. How
ol£acto17 structures might be related to the hippocampu, which .... still

11

the sense of smell, was not delineated in Herrickts brier

believed to

s~rve

statement.

YDt his insights, though not explicitly correlating structures

and functions, were well-timed, penetrating, and prophetio.

They inaugurated

the beginning of systematic study of the hippocampus and its possible

functional kinship with other non-olfactory stM.lotures.
Just a few years after Herrick's statement on hippocampal functioning
appeared, Papes (1937) suggested that the hippocampus was part ot a circuit

for mediating emotion.

In Papas's formulation, the bippoeampu.. became the

diacbargiDs structure tor the emotions.

..

At about the same time Papas·, tonmlation appeared, lluftl" and

Buoy'.

experimental reports on teMPOral excision 1n the monkey began to cl.a.1M wide-

spread attention (19)8, 1939)" the_ inveat1gators reported ma.rked emotional
ohanges litter ablating some ot the structures (in the telllJ)O'l"al lobes) that
Papez proposed tor nrv1uc emotion.

On tho buis

ot the proposed circuit ot

•
Papez and the experimentation ot Kluver
and Buey, other re..arch work..s
began to inft8tipte proposed tt.m.ct1ont

ot the

now

b1ppoC&1llp\1s and naipboring

etructures in the temporal lobe"
In t.he meant.11Ile the 'ri.ew that the hippooampu..
pun"

olfact10n became

aerT88

Thill chimp ..... to haft been ovt.nc at laut in part to the r ......ch

ot Allen (1940, 1941) with doge. On the basis ot his studies, Allen conoluded
that. the hippooaJSpWJ is not needed tor the 8ensEl ot _11.

Probably because

ot auaeat.iona that the hippooupua aight serve ot.her tunctiou
b7 Herr1ck and Papaz,

and 1Dd1reotly by the roeearch

..

<_de directly

ot lluftr aDd Bu.q), the

majority ot research worker. 1n the 1940'8 abandoned the !lOtion that the
bippocampu serves as projectioft cortex tor the 8eue ot . .11" Brodal's
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caretul review of hippocampal studies (1947) consolidated the conclusion that
the hippocampus does not serve the senae of smell.

In the decade or so that

followed Brodal's report, ample f'urther evidence oonfirmed this view (areen
&: Arduini,

1954J Kaada, 1951, 1960, MacLean, 1949).

But it the hippocampu.s

does not serve olfaction, the functions it does serve were still far from

clear.

During the past fifteen )'ears, however, mob more information regardil1l

the structure haa

COM

to light.

A decade atter Papez proposed his famous circuit tor emotion, including

the bippocampws as one ot the structures in it, MacLean (1949) published a.
highlY' st1nm.lating article bearing relevance to bippoCllnpal functioning.
r-t.acI.ean proposed that the hippocampus serves as a correlation center tor ewq

form ot internal and external perception, that it gathers impulses from awry
sensory area.

For MacLean, the hippocampus "rYes emotion in its "visceral"

or eurvival upects, interring this trom its primitive cortical structure.

J'n

proposing that definite non-olf'actory functions are mediated by the hippocampus

and that the hippooampus ,athers impulses from the sensory areas, MacLean's
report leads in a direct line to the theoretical formulation from which the
present investigation takes rise.

Between MaoIsan' s report and the expression

of the theory on whicb this study will be based, however, came a decade of
intense .t'u.rther study of the bippocampus on the part of numerous illVestigators.
In the period that followed publication of MacLean's article, a number

ot

investigators of different perauaaiona began to consider the bippocam:pua to be
a ceuter for collecting impulses from the neocortex and tor relaTing them to
subcortical structures (e.g., Green & Arduini, 1953; Kaada, 19:51; N1elsen,
1956, 1958).

Now 1nveatigationa of the hippocampus and of structures believed
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to be related to it in functtonincreued in e. way t.hat hints of geometrical
progression.
Based on experiments and olinioal observations of the past decade, a
ntur:.ber ot roles relevant to the present study have

hippooampus.

*11

proposed tor the

Kaada, Gloor, Penfield and )'111oor, ~lielaen, MoLardy, and Pribram

haw all recently proposed funotions for the hippooa'1lpUS.

For Kaada (1951)

the hlppocampu is part of a general forebrain suppressor sl'8tem.

For Gloor

(1956) the hippocampus serves as modulator of functional patterns.

Penfield

and Milner (1956, 1958) in their clinical orientation see the hippocampus ..

part of the interpretive cortex, serving memory functions.
the hippocampus is the site of memory traces.
of the logic

or

For nielsen (1958)

In a hypothetical applioa.tion

computer systems McLardJ (1959) views the hippocampus u

detector-codsr of information trom. the texrLporal lobes.

Finally, Pribram (1961)

oonceives the hippocampus to be part of a planning meobaniBJ!1.
The

ref"sons for basing the present study on Arnold's 1960 formlation are

t"ull.y discussed in Chapter 1..

It will suffice here, therefore, to compare

this formulation with those tbat &ppew:"ed in the 19$0's. Arnold's formulation

renmblea other recent proposals on hippocampal £Uuctloning in:

(1) being

buttressed by exper1.mantal and clinioal findings; (2) being amenable to further

experimental and o1in1oal investigations, (3) contending that the hipp'campus

gathers 1mpalses from the neocortex (e.g., Gloor, Oreen and Arduini, McLar~,
llielsen), (4) proposing that the bippocan(1US is part of a larger circuit (not
always specified by other.) with both oortical and subcortical conne0 tions J and
(S) suggesting that the hippocampue serves metJl)r,. (e.g., N1e lsen , Penfield and
l-11lner, Mowdy', and Pribram).

In ths cues of MoLardy' and Pribram, no direot

1.4
reference is made to the hippocampus in mediating memory_

The tact that they

see the structure as a detector-coder of information (McLardy) and as part
a planning mechanism (Pribra.) implies

m.emory_

Arnold's formulation ditters from the other approaches
in some ways, too:

ot

or

the past decade

in (1) starting with analysis ot paycbological activities

that lead from peroeption to action, and (2) only afterwards, considering
neurophysiological research studies in terms or the Pll7Obologioal

pr008U9S,

(:;) distinguishing between the hippocampal and limbic structures in functions
served, and finally (4) proposing how the hippocampal structures and functions
could mesh with other structure. and functions.
Arnold'. Theory ot Hlppooampal Function1nc
Since the present study' vas suggested by A.rnold's formulation, it will be
cOl'llSidered in some detail.

For Arnold the hippocampal system serves recall.

Struoturally, the hippocampal system includes the hippooampus and the
hippocampal rudiment.

Aocording to Arnold, the hippocampal structures lead via

the tor nix to the bra1nstem and back to the cortical usociat.ion areas.
Fig. 1)

(See

In this formulat.ion t.he limbio syatem consist. ot t.he IlUbcallosal,

cingulate, retroaplenial and hippocampal gyri, and the Islanl ot Reil, but does
not. include the hippooampus and hippocampal rudiment, since difterent tunct.iona
are proposed tor the two groups ot structures (Arnold, Vol. II, p. )2, 1960)
For Arnold the Umbic system serves the !unction

ot apPraisal ot objects,

situations, and actions.
In t.his view, memory, served by the hippocampal syst.em, is not a un1tary
function, but is modalit.y-specific.

Structurally, this is so because sensory

and mot.or impressions tor each of the different modalities are regi.tered
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Fig. 1. Memory circuit proposed in Arnold's formulation,
witb pathways followed after impulses have been
registel:'"l'Jd, leading to recall.
Arrows indicate diruct10n of conduction.. I Visual
system, II Auditory system} III Somesthetic system;
IV Motor syatemJ V Olfactory STsten. Ara.bic tl1ll!!.erals
represent lrodmann. areas. B. Brain atem; Hipp. hippocamPUS} Hipp. Gyr. hippocampal tyrusJ H. R. hippocampal rudiment. F. fornixJ LG lateral pniculate nucleus,
rm. redial geniculate nucleus, S. septal area, VA.
anterior ventral nucleus, V'M. ventromedial DUcleuaJ
VL. ventrole.teral nucleus} VPL. ventroposterolateral
nuoleus J VPM. ventroposteromedial nucleu.a.

Source: Redrawn from M. B. Arnold, 1960, Emotion
and personality, v. II .. p. 69, ColUt'll.bia Univar. Press ..
New York, without sensory projections and appraisal
pathways.
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separately in the various sensory and motor areu.

Under the proper oirc:ru.m-

stances, the separately-registered unsoryand motor impressions can be recall
via a memory circuit leading via the hippocampal structures.

According to this formulation, when something is sensed through. some
modality, it is first of all appraised as good to know.

In the modalities of

vision and audition, appraisal ia mediated by the hippocampal gyrus (limbio
region whioh serves these modalities, and which borders on the primary sensory
areas).

In the other modalities, too, appraisal i8 _dtated by the respective

neighboring limbic are....

Appraisal of sensory impressions in the modalities ot vision and audition
produces an impulse to recall similar situations (mediated by oonneotions troM
limbio oortex to hippocampws and from there via fornix, midbrain, and sensory
tba.l.am1c nuclei back to the various cortical assooiation areas).

At the same

time the etfeots of previous situations, good or bad, are recalled (mediated
by oonnections from the limbio oortex to the hippocampus and lrOlll there via
fornix, mammillary bodT and anterior thalamic nucleus to the cingulate gyrus).
The modallt7-speoif'ic connections for v1wal and auditory memory lead from the

hippocampal gyrus (viaual and auditory limbic cortex) to the hippocampus.
Arter fibers leave the hippocampus they join with other fibers (trom the
rudiment) to make up a cc:xmnon fornix path, shared by all modalities.

(Fig. 1)

Impulses from the olfactory, motor, touch, and taste modalities, accordi

to Arnold's torm. ation, are alao registered separately and have no direct
connectlou with the visual and auditory regietration 8reM.;

In these other

modalities impulses are believed to reaoh the lornix by way- of the hippocampal
rudiment t anterior continuation of the hippocam.pus, whioh courses over the

le
dorsal surface of the corpus callosum.

Thus, in this vin dam.age to the

hippocampus (resulting in 80vering ot visual and auditory connections) would
not be expected to interfere with memory in the other modalities.

On the

other band, bila:tera.l damage to the hippooampal rudiment, depending on the
exact location of the leSion, would interfere with olf"actory, motor, touch,
and taste me'll'Ory but would leave visual and auditory memory unil:npaired.
According to this formulation, seleotive loss would

occm~

because il'llpul$eS trot!

the septal area (following the rudiment) up to the posterior oingulate gyrus
OOnruJct with the tornix trom one direction (servirlg oltactory, motor, touch,
and tute Emry), while impulses trom the hippocampus proper (serving
auditory and. Visual memory) conneot with it f'ror:i another direction.

The

ii1pulses would reach the hippocampal system at diff'erant points (leading to

selectiw loss of memory) beoause of the location

ot registration areas and

limbic areas relatiw to the hippocampal structures.

In the formulation

propoMd, it i8 !'rom these areu that the hippocampal st.r\l.otur(;S receive
itr.pulps.

Following the logic of this formulation,

~r,.

in the various

modalities would be selectively ilYq)ldred, dep$nding upon the point at which
the hippocampal system i. d.amaged.
If this tomulation is correct, oltactor:r recall would be lost whan the

hippocsmpal rudiment is bilaterally transected at the genu of the corpus
callosum (See Fagot, 19(2).

It the hippoca.rnpal rudinent is bilaterally

transecteci behind the motor area, both olfactory and motor memory would be
lost.

(Seo Fig. l)

Damage to the hippocampal rud1mnt at the leval of the

somatosensory oortex, would in this formulation prevent impulseu3 frOM several
roodalit1ea---sl'"tflll. motor .. touch, ann taste---f'rom

r(~aching

the fornix,
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therefore preventing li"iI;1yoory in these modalities.

It would not affect visual

and auditory memory. however J tor which fUnctions connections from the
hi.l?P0~

to the fornix are proposed.

OnlY' bilateral interruption)t the

conneotions would &tfect memo17J tor the hippocampal comm.iuure usures
bilateral relays to fornix and association cortex as long as the hippocampus
or the rudiment are intaot on one .ide.
In the present investigation the aspect of Arnold'. theory that applies

to motor recall nll be tested after transacting the hippocampal rudiment at
the level ot the motor cortex. The hypotheses Arnold's tOl"lmllation

suggeS1iS

for testing motor memory, to be studied in the albino rat, may be expressed
simply and explicitly.

1. Jiats having BUrger;,. that transects the hippocampal rudiment (includi
the in.dusewn griseUM and longitudinal striae) will not be able to

!!!!!!

a

motor discrimination task, tor this can be learned only if' motor recall is
pos.ible.
2.

Rats bavin,g surgery that transeots the hippocampal rudiment (includ

the induaeum griaeum and lOngitudinal atr1ae) will not be able to retain a

motor discrimination, tor this can be retained only i t motor recall is
pouible.
Before considerin& this problem. in greater detail, recent and relevant

research studies will be reported and appraised.

Chapter III
~rotor

Learning Studies.

neviow or the Related Literature

Arnold's theory, whioh this investigation is deSigned to teat, suggests
that learning in different modalities may be selectively impaired, depending
upon site of damage in the hippocampal structures.

In preparing to test this

theory, then, relevant studies will be appraised and reported, not in terms of
type of behavior or task (e.g_, approach or avoidance taak, alternation
problem, discrimination learning), but according to the modalities employed
in the task (e.g., viaual, auditory, motor learning).
In the expert.ntal laboratory (as in lite) tasks that apec1t1cally

require motor memory, the focus ot this investigation, are ext.reme 17 rare.
Conceived in a general way, ot course, all laboratory tub are m:>tor, in the
sense that their performance involves aome torm of rootor activity.

&t tew

of the.. are motor tasks in the aenae that motor memory is needed tor their
solution.
Because ot the rarity of studies that specifically test rrr>tor learning,
this renew of the literature will ext.end its scope to include stUdies tor
whioh l'l'JOtor memory i8 not specifically required, it they involve the
hippocampal rudiment or other structures proposed as serving rooter memory.
This extension ot the related literature will also highlight the differences
between tasks that spaciticall,. require motor memory and learning and those
that do not.

On the basis of thia review it should also be possible to
20
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detHl--m1ne whether the h1ppocutpal rudiment, as Arnold 1J1lggal'Jts, is

likely

1!1

structure for mediating motor recall.
In deciding what function a structure mediates two lines of' evidence vill
be taken into account:

(2) is ablated.

what happens when the structure (1) i8 sttmulatedJ and

In the peycholoiical literature what happens under the_ two

conditions is com.on1y tested through performance 1n laboratory tasks.
Stimulation of' the Hippocampal System
Electrical stimulation or a single brain nructure will not, of courae,
duplioate the effect of ita be1Dg at1lmlated in the natural course ot events.
~!hen

the visual or the motor cortex i& st1.w.lated, tbe renlt i8 not vision

ot a natural Situation, or production ot a mowumt as it ia usually
But the results

made.

ot perti.nent stimulation experiments muat at least be

consistent with a theory to be tested and be explainable 'by it.

Two recent

stimulation studi.s haft relevance for the preaent lnveat1p.tion.
The first of the.. studiea (Flyrm & Wanan, 1960) reports that

801118

(but

not all) cats st1m.lated in the hippocampus during learning trlals required
less time to learn to litt a paw to avo1dshock announced by' an auditory signal

than did cats sti.lated in the neocortex (precise loous not specified).
Testing whether learning had ocO\U'red cae atter st1Jmlat.lon was over.

Judg1nc

trem the cat.s t performance atter stimulation, ltMU"nir.g in a.t laut some
an1.mala had apparentl;r occurred durinc stimulation ot tbe bippocampua.
the h1ppo~,

was

then, not needed tor learnina this part1cu.1.azo performance?

1

lnuring stiMulation ot t.he motor cortex, aponta..neou8 movement 18 impoasible,
and during at1RlUlatlon of tb3 visual cortex, normal eight is prevented.
Analogous17, stimulation ot the hippooampus would prevent normal UN of this
structure.
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How can these rssul.ts be accounted for in tern,s of tho formulation to be

tested?
The fact that only some cats

~earned

could be expla.inad in term. ot

auditory recall as it i. related to spread ot stimulation trom the hippocampus
It a. cat i. able to remember the sound and what it led to, it 1s likely that

the spread ot st1mulation i8 aliaht. A connection from the auditory area to
the variowa cortioal ..soeiation areas is neces.ary tor eu.eb learning,
according to Arnold's theory.
But how explain why thoae cats who learned at all learned taater than
cats

st~lated

in the neocortex?

Tbis phenomenon may have occurred when the

hippocam:pua vaa stimulated in the area reeeiY1ng impu.lees trom. visual oortex,
thwl excluding intertering ilnpreuione.

A second researoh team (Weiskrantz, Mtha.iloYie, Ie Gross, 1962) lound that
monk~y

subjeots exhibited seriously impaired performance in alternating

bet.....n identical plaques to obtain a food reward, with trials given during
stimulation in the region ot the central sulous.

In contrast, stiMUlation in

the hippocampal gy.r\la res10n produ.ced only a alight amrsG ettect on
alternation.

In terms ot Arnold's torm.ulation the detective performance that

occurred during stimulation ot the central sulcus could be attributed to
etfects ot stiMUlation apreading to the motor cortex and rudiment, thus
cutt1ng ott moat oonnections trom motor regietration areas to the tornix. The
slight impairment that oocurred during stimulation ot the hippooampal gJrUs
could be explained as the reeu.lt. ot some spread ot current to t.he fornix, thus
interfering with recall to 80me extent,.

It should be remembered. however, that

the exact locus ot bippooaD!pll st.imulation i8 rarely given in these reaearch
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reports.

for this reason, any attempt at an explanation of the results can

be little more than an educated guess.

Interruption ot the Hippocampal Cir("uit
Since some investigations involving structures in Arnold's proposed
circuit tor motor memory are directl)" relevant to tho study' at band, while
others, since they' involve learning in other modalities, are less directly
relevant, the ablation literature will be divided into three classes:
learning in sensory IIlOdalitusii (2) motor learningJ

(1)

en olfactory' learning:

a

study to teet one aspect ot Arnold'. general hypothesis. This review will
concentrate primaril)" on the literature ot the past ti'ftt years.

Review of

the earlier literature are ayailable elseWhere in survey torm (Brodal, 1947J
Jasper, 1956) and as s'PEtcitically applied to the problem at hand (Arnold,

1960).
Learn1r!g

!! aeu<!7

modalities Moore (1962) recently reported impairment

or loss ot a well-elltab11shed habit of avoiding shook announced by an auditory
signal in a shuttle box a.tter daaagtng cats in the septal region, in the
septal-hippoc8q)al regions combimd, and in the cingu.late region.
iMpairment W&8 associated with the o1n&Ulato injurie. than was true

Lesser

ot the

other ldnda ot lesions.
In terms

ot the theory

being tested, the severe loss of ability to avoid

.hock following large lesioas in the septal re£1on could be attributed to

destruction ot precommisaural and some postcomrniaaural tornix fibers.

Arnold's

formulation would predict that such severe damage to the tornix connections
would be critical tor learning and retention in all modalitiea, since it
llUg'eata that impttlsea serving all modalities traver" the fornix.

The
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somewhat more severe

1088

following the

c~hined

hippocampal-septal lealons

could be attributed to damage to furtber cOll'I'Iectlona in the proposed meJl¥)r1'

circuit, including those proposed for auditory recall (coming f'rOtn the
h1ppoca.'lpua) •

In lioors f s cingulate animals, which showd

l&88Gr

1:rrpairment than the

other subjects, and which were able to relearn in fewer trials than they
needed before operation, the lesiona sometiMes involved the anterior limbic
region, sometimes the retrosplnn1&l area, and sometimes both regions.

In

terms of Arnold's f01'1rl1lat1on, substantial damage to the p!?sterior cingulate
region would lead to poor ptrf"ormance because the anima1.8 could not recall the
sensation connected with ahock (because of impulses leading from the
somatosensory area to the rudiment being interrupted) or appraise it as bad
and

80

exper1ence it u pain (because of posterior cingulate daMp).

The

detect in animals with damago primar1ly to the anterior c1ngu.late region could
be explained as inability

by thi8 limbic region.

to appraise appropriata action, which is mediated

Since in the c1.ngu.late lesions the damage was subtotal,

and it is likely that ru.d1mnt dama.ge wu, there.f'Ol"O, also subtotal, the

relearni\li that occurred would be expla.ined in Arnold's formu.lation

&8

owing

to remaining ti88U8 which could mediate it.

In another shuttle box 9.x:p3l"iment in which an auditory sigDal announced
shock, Isucson, Doqlu, and Moore (1961) reported no learning impairment
following hippocampal damage.

Since a portion of the h1ppocaq>ua remained

dorsally' and rofftral17, conn&et1ons trom the hippocampus to the fornix st111

remained.

In Arnold's terms, then, auditory learning and msmory (relevant to

this shuttle box task) could still occur.

The tact that the hippocampal
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rudiment was intact could also explain why this ta.sk could be learned; touoh
and pain were both. relevant modalities, and in terms of the proposed memory
oircuit, might be expected to be intact.
A further relevant. and provocative study va8 done by McCleary (1961).
MoCl~

reported that cat8 learned one task but not another following septal-

subeallosal lesions.

After cingulate le8iona the rever8e picture occurred in

learning the same two tasks.
In the first task, called Bacti" avoidance" in the 1960 nomenclature of

Mowrer, cats were trained to avoid shock in the same kind of shuttle box

situation described earlier.

sound announced oncoming shock.

In thia task

McCleary found that c1rt&ulate animala performed poorly but septal-subcallosal
animals performed well.
IMpaired performance of the cingulate animals could be explained as an
appr'aiaal for action defect J in Arnold' 8 terms, the animals could not appraise

what to do.

In the same fOrmtllation ot Arnold the slight septal damage in the

anima18 that learned the same task oould be explained because only
precommiaeural fibers were damaged but postcommis8Ul"al fornix tibers were lett
intaot) thus learning to respond to an auditory signal would .till be possible.
Connections trom hippocampus (for auditory memory) were not disturbed, and
the fornix fibera arriving at the septal region were not sufficiently disturbed

to prevent. the passage of' impulses.

This explanation is consistent with the

apparently contradictory evidence ot Moore who, USing septal cats, trained
them in the same shuttle box task.

The discrepancy oan be explained in terms

ot the theory to be tested. In McCleary's animals the septal lesions were tar
les. . .vere than vas true ot Moore'..

The more anterior placement ot lesiona
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in HcClea:ry's subjects also lett postcomrr:issural fornix :fibers intact, "hich
would be sufficient to Mediate learning ot the shuttle box task.
The sam;, animals that learned to avoid shock announced by a sound
(McCleary, 1961) failed to learn another task, called "passive avoidance" by
McCleary, in the Mowrer (1960) nomenclature.

Passive avoidanoe required oats

to learn to avoid a tood dish t.hat had. formerly delivered an electric shook.
In this taBle the (septal-subcallosal) cats that bad learned to avoid shock

announced b,. a sound ("aotive avoidance") did poorly in "passive avoidanoe. 1t

The

cingnl~te

cats, in contrast, dld poorly in "active avoidance" but woll ln

the "passive avoidanoe lt task.

An analyais of tunotional requirements tor the passive avoidanoe task,
compared with the kind

ot 1.slona, can account for the apparent17 discrepant

tindings. Both the deteot in septal-subcallosal animals and the apparent
sucoes. in cingulate animals can be explained satisfactorily in terms ot
functional loss.

In determining how this can be, it is important to consider

what goes on in animal learning. Animals, ot course, depend upon sensor,.
experienoes to recall assooiated memries.

turn, prOMpt recall ot others.

These associated memories, in

On seeing a food box in the passhe avoidance

task the animal does not recall aa would a human being that "tood" was in the
box.

He only remembers sensory experiences such as Bights, smells, tastes,

etc.

In terme ot functions needed tor the passive s.'VOiciance task poor
performance of McCleary's septal-sUbcallosal animals could be explained as an
olfactory memory lOBS, owing to the tact that the anterior septal r3gion, trom
which the hippocampal rudiment takes rue, was extensively da.maged (McCleary,
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Personal Communication, 1963).

In terms ot Arnold's proposed circuit

impulses trom oUactory regions travel to the tornix by way ot the hippocampal
rudiment, hence, damage to the hippocampal rudiment would lead to olfactory
memory lou. Applied to MCCleary'. "passive avoidance" task, animals with
septal-sUbcallosal lesiona could stll1 be expected to smell the food (a
moistened tood mash) when a sllding door in the training cage opened to reveal
it.

But they could no longer recall that this smell had been followed by un-

pleasant consequences in the past (the shock) because the connection between
the orbital area (olfactory registration) and the hippocampal rudiJllent and
tornix was interrupted.

Thus they would appraise the smell as good to

investigate, would do so, and again be shocked.
The cingulate animals (at least those with complete rudiment transactions

as the cingulate level) would in Arnold's terms suffer the same olfactory
agnosia present in the septal animals with complete rudiment transect ions.

Bu

in the case ot the cingulate animals there would also be a defect in appraisin
1

action ---the same functional detect postulated to explain the failure to take
appropriate action in the "active avoidance 11 test.

Since

~

!!!l trom the

tood box 1a !tsucces.tul" behavior in the passive avoidance task, however, the
functional detect would not be manifest in animals that at.ayEtd away trom the
tood box.

Both cingulate and leptal animals, then, in Arnold'. terl1l8, must

have BUttered tunctional detects that could account tor the discrepant
behavioral rewl ts.

These rewl till testify that succe.s in response terms does

li.8. they could no longer appraise the ame 11 a8 good to investigate and so
would not take appropriate action.
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not always signi!'y' adequa.cy of behavior.
A tinal study (Peretz, 1960) illustrates the importance

the functions needed tor

Ii

task and site ot damage ae well.

ot analyzing both
Peretz lesioned

rats in the anterior cingulato region, at the genu of the corpus callosum.
This damage sometimes resulted in transection of the hippocanpal rudiment
further forward in the brain than the motor area.

Arter such damage rats did

well in a T-maze task, requiring them. to run down an alley of a particular
color, in order to recoive a food reward.

In a second task, boveftr, a shuttle box situation in which the animals
were placed in a black compartment and bad to learn to run into an open white

compartment in order to a'VOid shock, rats with such anterior cingulate damage
did poorly.

This task provided no signal to announce shock.

The animals

simply had to run to the next compartmeut wi thin ten second5 after being
placed in the box or be subjected to a shock.

in

perton~s

How account tor the discrepancy

on the two tasks by animals with similar lesions?

In the T...maze task the animals had clear-cut visual cues.

In terms of

Arnold's tormulation, with definite di8er1minative visual cuss and with
d.a1nage that

C8ll'l.a

nowhere near the circuit proposed for visual memory, the

animals might be expected to perfom well, which in fact they did.

In the

shuttle box task, however, wbare no discriminative visual cues could lead to
appropriate action, impairment appeared.

According to Arnold's formulation,

the impairment in tb1a task oould be interpreted as an appraisal for action

detect, occurring in. a situation with reduoed cues.

With repeated trials

theM an1.mala overcame the defect, probably because so_ anterior cinculate

tissue (for mediating appraisal) atill remained.
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Motor learning Vf;;ry tew studies specifically test motor memoryatter
damage to regions that Arnold suggests serve that fUnction.

An occasional

study, however, approximates this kind of test.
For instance, Thomas and otis (1958) found that hungry rats with bilateral
posterior cingul&te lesiona did poorly in learning to run a Lashley a-cul
Type III maze.

Damage extended to the caudal bippocampua, spread doru.lly to

the posterior cingulate region, and transacted the hlppocampal rudiment at the

aplenlum ot the

COl'pUI

callosum.

In terma ot Arnold'. formulation the

detectlve pm-formance could be interpreted as owing to transection ot both the
motor memory circuit (pollterlor level of h1.ppocampal rudiment) and

ot

connections leading to the hippocampus via. the retrosplen1al area, proposed

tor mediating Tiaual learning. These lesions intertered wlth both motor and
viaual learning.
Alao using a tubley Type III maze, another research team (Thomas, Moore J
HarVElY " Hunt, 19;)9) fou.nd that rata trained in maze learnin& after being

lesloned in the septal vaa of the brain sboved no impairment.

S1noe the

lesiona transacted onl.7 precomi88U1"al tornix tibera, and postcomm1ssural
tibera would be autticient tor mediatifti learning, this result 1s conaistent

with wbat Arnold would predict.
Witb rats u subjects, Kaada, Raatm18nn, and Kveim (1961) studied learnifti
and retention ot a maze habit atter making lesions in the hippoCUtp\18, tornix,
and overlyiq cortical

areu. These workers found that rata with subtotal,

though someti.s bilateral, hippocampal and fornix lesiona tended to do poorly
in maze learn1Dg and retention.

Bats with dau.ge to the overlying ctngulate

region showed more blpa.1rment than did rata with hippocampal or subtotal

)0

fornix lesions which lacked. cingu.late d.amage.
In Arnold's terms the detective maze performance found in rata with overlying cingulate damage could be attributed to failure to recall the
satisfa.ction of taste (eating) because of transection of' the cireui t proposed
f'or memory in that modality.

Visual memory could also surfer interference

(because of damage to the hippocampal connections), and to the fornix
connections as it leaves the hippocampus.

The faot that the fornix lesions

were subtotal, of course, indicates that the f'unotional loss could not be
attributed to damage to that structure alone.

Henoe, in animals in which the

damage was primarilY' in the fornix (as it leaves the hippooampus) or in the
bippoeampu.s proper, only visual memory would sutf'er interference.

Thus

learning and relearning could still occur via the hippocampal rudiment, as its
fibers reach the fornix from another direction.
In Arnold's terms the results

(See Fig. 1).

ot Kaada and his ooworkers (1961) would be

ent1rel)" expected, da.map to the hippocampus or tornix as it leaves the hippoO&mpu

would prevent impulses trom only one direction trom reaching the tornix.

Those impulses that travel b7 way ot the hippocampal rudiment (tor motor and
taste memory) would not be stopped in the absenoe of rudiment transeotion.

-or temix did poorly in the maze task

the tact that animals with dam.age to both the posterior oingulate region (with

underlying rudiment)

!!!2 hippocampus

supports thia interpretat1on.
In a t1nal experiment, lesions vere made 1n the c1nplate region near the
motor area in rats.
III malle.
pearl)".

Atter th1a the rata rece1ved train1ng in a Lashley Type

Though the IUbjecta learned the n'lAze, an occasional rat did very
Since the leaiona made in this experiment close17 approx1mate lesions

)1

intended in the stuq ot motor memory and the hippocampal rudiment, this
experiment deserves detailed anal.7si8.
'l'be heart

ot the matter 18 how to account tor

good learning in some

c1Dgulate anima18 and tor re1&ti".17 poor learning in othere, in terms ot the

theory to be tested.

C1ngu.late damage 'Wu incomplete in thes. animale.

appra1s&l tor act1on, which requires

80M

Hence

intact anterior cingulate

connectloDIJ, could still occur. Moreover, the oircuit proposed tor visual
learning (relevant to the La8hley Type III maze task)l was intact.

Intactness

ot both v1aual memory ud ot ability to appraise appropriate action oould
aCCOUDt tor the pe:-tOrmalloe ot the good _se learner8.

With both vieual and

motor learning posaible, no learning defect wou.ld be expected.

studT ot the best and poorest learner revealed only one slight dUference
in les10n.

In the beet learner the le810n was placed just ahead of the motor

region; the hippocampal rudiment was not transected.

In the poorest learner

the lesion lias placed 80lEwhat further baok 1n the brain, and the hippocampal
rud1mnt was bilateral17 transacted at the motor level.

In both the anima18--the beat and the poorest learner---tbe part ot the

memory circuit Arnold propo8el tor visual learning (relevant to this task) was

intact.

The rrGsent task 1s not a teet,. therefore, tor judCing the presence

0

lIn the Lasbley type III maze the animal i8 contronted at each choice point
wi th two alleys of different lengths. Visual cues can aid in learning
appropriate turns, since the animal can He that the two alleys are dillerent
in appearance.
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absence of motor 111ereory in an unambiguous fuhion.

The poor learner's

performance, however, SUggests that complete rudiment transection at the mtor
leVI! 1

ot the brain could

be orucial in accounting for hi. poor performance,

particularly it the a.nimal happened to be one that profits little trOf!'. visual
cues.

This 1s a reasonable possibility since Honzik (19)6) b.aa pointed out

that rats do not all use the same cues to the same extent.

Since vill'UAl cues

were not controlled 1n this experirmnt, ho1t\"1vsr, and since it is also feasible
that the sl01l animal would have bean a VW"f slov learner whether le.ioned or
not, the results lmlst be 1nterpreted cautiously.

They suggest, however J that

it motor learning is the only relevant modality available to the poor learner
in learning this task, the hippocampal rudim.ent is crucial.

Ot course, the

tact that only' one animal is used. as a buis for this possible conclusion
oalls tor marshalling ot fUrther data, before a more conclusive statement is
j'l8,de •

Finally, in a ree<"'lnt $tud~ of four human beings (1¥'hitty" Lewin, 1960)

it is reported that amnesia and oonfabulation followed cingulectomy.

Since

reporting rE:rlJl'3mbered events is a motor situation in which verbal recall is
employed, dUTl1aga to the hippocampal rudillBnt at the motor level could in terms

of Arnold'$ to!,iilUlation acoount tor the results.

Until anatomic data are

available, however, the interpretation is sirrtPly suggestive.

Olf'actorz learning Fagot (1962) ·:tid the first study de8igMd to find out
whather the hippocampal rudiment is needed

tor leLl"Uing and retention L"l a

particular mda11ty--oU'action. Atter transacting the rudiment bilaterally at
the genu of the

corpllS

ealloawn, Fagot reported that rats could no longer

discriminate between the odor ot extract of pine (which led to vater reward)
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and oil at hyacinth (which led to no reward). Contra1 operated animals, howawr, could make such distinction.

Fagot' s study supplies evidence tor the phase ot Arnold's h1:Potheais that
deals vith

oltact~

recall. Every an1mal with bilateral transection ot the

hippocampal rudb\ent was unable to learn or retain the o1factory discriminatiotl
while every animal vi thout such lesions was able to learn and retain.

or

the other relevant studies, none contradict. Arnold'. theory, bllt none

proYides evidence as to whether or not the hippocampal rudiment 18 needed tor

motor memory. To a.nswer this question, the present 1:tmJstigation aims to
discover whether bilateral transection ot the hippocampal rudiment at the
level at the motor cortex vill or will not prevent learning and retention ot

a rootor habit.

Chapter IV
Purpose. Problem, Method

A simple statement ot procedure would afford little evidence of the steps
that led to the experimentation.

Thus, before stating the procedure some time

will tirst be devoted to oonaideratioM that led to the part.icular application

of method ued in this experiment.

!at us first briefly recapitulate the

nature of the problem, tor it is upon this that any speoific applicationa ot
method will be based.

According to the theory from which this study deriws (Arnold, Vol. II,
1960), bilateral transection ot the h1ppo~l rudiment behind the motor
cortex would block the pertormance of appropriate action 1n tasks that depend
upon motor recall.

In this tormulation the hippocampal rudiment receives

1mpul.8es from the prefrontal, premtor, and motor cortex, as well u from the
anterior cingu.late gyrus.

The hippocampal rudiment relays the 1.mpulses via the

fornix to the midbrain, then to the thalamic association nuclei, and tinally
to the assooiation cortex,

£2:: recall)

and to the midbrain, cerebellum, ventra

thalamic nuclei, and frontal, premtor, and motor cortex, ...........
for action.
- ........... According to th1a fort'lDllation, then, bilateral transection of the hippocampal

rudiment at the central sulcus (i.e., at the point where the motor and

somatosensory cortex . .t on the medial surface) would diarupt a link that is
needed it motor memory 1s to aftect behavior. Alter such damage, according to
this theory, tmpul.s from the prefrontal cortex (mediating recall), from the
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premotor cortex (serving impulses for action), and trom the anterior oingalate
gyrus (serving appraisal of action and action impulses) could no longer be
relayed through the fornix to midbrain and cerebellum, and then to the motor
cortex.

Consequently, such impulses would no longer affect action. Action

would still

be

pOSSible, on the basis of visual, taotual, or auditory memory

and the revived experiences of satisfaotion previously aohieved.

But actions

that depend upon motor memory would no longer be suooessful.
Determination ot whether the hippooampal rudiment is part ot a recall
oircuit needed for motor memory presupposes that oertain oonditions be
fulfilled.

Firat, it presupposes that registration has occurred, i.e., of

motor patterns that can be remembered.

Second, it presupposes that there be

some relevant performance to recall which absolutely depends upon motor
memory. Without registration, there would be nothing to recall. Without some
motor task that needs previous experience, what is registered will not be
recalled.
In order to discover whether the hippocampal system is needed for motor
memory, it is vitally necessary, of course, to devise an appropriate
experimental situation.

Preliminary consideration of what motor memory

requires, followed by a pilot study, led to choice of an appropriate
experimental situation.
Considerations Leading to Choice of Task
Recall must be tested through performance.

How recall is organized until

the desired motor pattern is complete constitutes a learning test. How long
and how perfectly this organized recall persists constitutes a retention test.
The Present experiment aims to test both learning and retention of a motor
habit.
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Although all laboratory leacning tasks require the registration of motor
performance ann its recall, only some such tasks are appropriate for testing
~

reoall

unL~biguously.

visual recall.
provided.

In some tasks visual enes are givenJ these

p~omote

In other cases auditory, olfactory, or somesthetic oues are

A task designed for testing motor recall must be such that sensory

cues are not sufficient to lead to appropriate performance.

This condition

would be met whenever the available sensory cues remain the same or change
randomly, when the animal must recall what he has dOM previously before he
can select the action that leads to reward.

This is the case, for instanoe,

in single alternation tasks or in go/no go alternation problems.

Given the

proper control measures, such tasks may test motor recall in an unambiguous
way.

For the present study a T-maze alternation situation was chosen after

careful reflection as a task that could test motor recall unambiguously {Fig.
2}
Pilot Study
A mmtber of features {suoh as dimensions of the maze, positioning of
sliding doors} incorporated into the final apparatus resulted from the pilot
stuqy.

Choice of method or lesion-making was also determined on the basis of

the pilot study.

In the course of coming to a decision about task and

techniques, control measures of various sorts were also found necessary, and
ways were devised to put then into effect.

These will be discussed when

relevant under the section on Method.
A stereotactic teohnique was chosen for making lesions because:

{l} it

can induce small lesions in the desired locationJ (2) it has numerous
experimental precedents J and ()} the open-brain teohnique used at first in the
pilot study resulted in too many deaths.

Although some research workers haTe
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Fig. 2. noor plan ot T-maze used for study' of s1ngle alternation
in the albino rat.
A. starting box; B. and C. goal boxee) a. entrywq tor
maze J b. plastic-covered tranaparent area, bounded on either
side by wall grooves into vb1ch eliding doore may be placed;
c. dipper region; d. perforated steel panel that extends the
height ot the maze.
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effectively used the open-brain technique ot lesion-making (e.g., Moore, 1962,
with oata; Thomas & Slotniok, 1962, with rats), this prooedure did not work
well in the pilot study' and so was abandoned.

Probably because in open-brain

surgery the lesion site approaohed from the dorsal surfaoe of the brain lies
near the midline, the longitudinal sinus was often damaged.
exoessive bleeding and sometimes in the animal's death.

This resulted in

Since vascular

ohanges from sinus damage oould lead to aIrlbiguity in interpreting the findings,
and because a tremendoul loss ot time results when a trained animal dies betore
being retested, the open-brain technique was tound inadequate tor the present
plU"pose.
Albino rats were ohosen as subjeots.
a number ot OountSI

These animals oommend themselves on

(1) easy availabilitYJ (2) dooilitYJ and (3) polleslion

of all the brain Itruotures that are found in higher mammals.
Before considering the procedure it seems well to indicate a few of the
salient teatures of tm. rat brain relevant to the present study'.

Krieg (1955,

p. 169) notes that the degree of oorrelpondenoe between the rat brain and the
human brain is remarkable tor two speoies &I widely separated phylogenetioally.
In the rat,

ot oourse, the oerebral hemispheres are not as well developed as

they are in man and are not convoluted.

The same struoturel appear in the rat

brain6 however, as are found in man, though their relative size ditters.

In

the rat, tor example, the olfactory bulb ia relatively large when oompared with
that ot man.

The hippooampus in the rat is likewise very large, oompared to

the aize ot that struoture in the human being.
The structure intended for damage in the present experiment, the
hippocampal rudiment, 1s made up ot a layer ot grq matter on the dorsal
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surtace ot the corpus callosum.

Within this layer two strands of longitudinal

fibers, cl08e together on each side of the median plane, torm the median
longitudinal striae.

On both side8, at the point where the supracallosal

gyrus bounds the sulcus in the neighborhood of the corpus calloSUM, lies the
lateral longitudinal 8triae.

Acoording to Ranson and Clark (1959, p. 335) the

hippocampal rudiment oan be traoed from the medial stria toward the rostrum ot
the oorpuo callosum, then to the splenium, behind which it becom.es continuous
with the hippocampus proper.

These traced oonnections are consistent with

Arnold's formulation, which holds that impulses trom the hippocampal rudiment
follow the same course, meeting the tornix as it eroorges from the hippocampus.
According to Krieg's atlas, the point ot the contemplated lesions for the
present study corresponds to 55.5 in antero-posterior direction and at or near
the midline, where the hippocampal rudiment is situated.
section at the rat brain at the intended level.

Figure 3 is a cr088-

The cross-section reveals two

vertical electrode tracks in one ot the uninjured subjects.
Method
Subjects
Thirty-two male albino ratzs at the same age served as subjects. At the
time ot arrival in the laboratory, the animals were approximately 100 day's old.
With

Ii!.

few exceptions (e.g., #65 weighing slightly more than 400 grams) the

majority ot animals ranged in weight at time of arrival in the laboratory trom
approximately 260 to 330 grams.

Nearly all animals gained weight under the

laboratory regimen.
On arrival in the laboratory, the ani1r.als were randomly assigned to the
following gr"oups (with five animals in each):

Group 1, experimental animals

4l

Schematic brain section at motor level of the
brain 1n rat 1166 J an unle.1oued electrode traok
oontrol ardmal.

Fig.).

Vertical 11•• indicate electrode path. 00. corpus
calloawnJ H. HippooampwJJ T. thalam1c regionJ By. hypothal.am1c region.
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tor the studT ot learning (bilateral rudiment transeotion intended in the..
animals before learn1ng), Group 2, experimental animal. tor the 8tud7 at
retention (btlateral rudiment transection intended in the.. animal. attar
learning) J Group ), control animals tor the study of retention over time (no
operation) J Group

4, an1mala

to control for the eftect of the operation

(electrode traolc COntrol.)l, Group 5, oontrol animals with lesions in
:ne1gbboring structure. (leeioned oontrol.).
Apparatua
A temporal T-maze made of wood, painted a flat gray, with flOQl"ing

Con-Tack, and offering no d1sorim1nati-ve

C!'I.1eS

tra.n sensory modalities

ot

8S

ued

tor tra1nin& (Fig. 2). Except tor a ten inch by four inch area ("btl 1n Fig.
2) at the place where era•• all.,.. and atem alley met, the entire maze had a
woodeD. hinged coftrlq.

'1'h1s mid-maze area, oovered with clear plutic,

enabled the experimenter to know exactly when the subject started to go down

one ot the two identical eross al18)"8.

In each cross alley a manually-

operated wooden sliding door, at the point where the transparent area met t.he
wooden covered area, could be slid into place as soon as the animal (exclusiva

ottail) progre ••ed be)"OM that part of the maze.

The door. in the cross

a11811l prevented vbat retracing might otherwise have occurred in ca... in
which the animal arrived in the goal box on the UlU"8WC"ded .ide.

1n.'Jur7 to the

To prevent.

au.bject'. tail, each of the sliding door. bad a cutavay portion

at it. baee (approximately threo-e1ghts of an ia.ob in height) which extended

the width ot the alle7. A eliding door .1mllar to tho.e placed near the oholce

1m

these animal. the electrode 11M introduced into tbe hippocampal rudiment

and withdrawn without ~n1ng OD the current.
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points opened into the stem alley ot the IU.ze.

This door ditfered trom the

other sliding doors only in its not having a cutaVB,1 portion at the base.
Ooal boxes and their corresponding cross alleys were identlcal in appearance.
In each goal box a Foringer dipper capable of holding one-tenth of a cubio

oentineter ot lIUAwr jutted out diagonally !'rom the tar oorM%" ot the side taci
the experimenter (tte ft in Fig. 2).

The side nearest the experiInenter in each

goal box bad a perforated steel panel, which made it pos.ible tor the

experimenter to see when the an1mal entered the goal box (nd" in Fig. 2).
'l'be maze rested on a table in an experimental roan having a single owr-

hani1n& fluoresoent light, a $IlI8.1.1 tabla on whio.lt the m:1.mal'. cage wae placed
during tra.1ning, and along the _11 turt.hest from the door, a set of control

panels used for another experiment.

The maze wu rotated

45 degrees

daily, to

oontrol tor v1na.l cues trom outside the mue * Animals were housed in a room
adjoin1.ng the experimental roero.
Procedure

1. Pretra,ining.

In order to get the animals aooustomed to tbelr nev

environment (ll\".l.ng 1n lndiv1dual cages) and to the marmer 01' feeding, the

first two days after arrival. in the laborato17 were spent tree ot tral.nlnc.

Tb.r'oupout training food (Rookland Rat Ration) was always available to tbe
a.ni''n&l. After the aec;md day in the laboratory, however, water

V88

available

onlT at a repl8.l" titteen-minu.te period dai.l.y. This measure ..... necessary
sinoe thirst wu to be a condition 'Ul'lder which the animals would be trained.
Since gentled rats tend to be better mue learners than animals not iiven
this treatment (Ba:.rry, 1957), each anu.l Qed in the prelEmt experiment

handled in the

Satre

manner t(r three Ddnutes dally prior to tra1D1ng.

wu

Thie
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procedure continued tor a week.

It insured that the animals wOllld be

accustomed to being handled by the time the regular training began.
The dayatter the gentling procedure ended, pretraining in the maze

began. The 1"irst part of the pretra1n1ng cons1at.ed in giving the an1tU.lI
experience in £indin.g vater in t.he goal boxes. For two wcc••sift days each
rat was placed in each goal box 1"iw times.

He remained there until he found

the dipper ot _t.er. During the period ot time between trials the animal vaa
pl.aced in the start1ng box while the dipper was refilled.
tbis trainina were.

The purposes ot

(1) to get the animal. aocuatol\19d to t1Dd1n& wat.erJ and

(2) to famiU.arize the animal witb the soal boxes and starting box.

Thus,

this procedure iuured that initial speed or slowness in finding water,
because ot lack ot familiarity with the maze itselt, would not compl:i.ca'te

interpretation of renlts on motor learning.
For two dq8 after water-finding trai:n1%1g ended, each subject received

ten forced t.r1als daily, so-called beca.uee in

OM

of tbe oross all878 on any

ginn trial, the slid.ing door was in place, thus leaving only one alley open.
The rat wu rewarded alternately, first in one goal box, then in the other.

The reasons tor

living forced trials were.

(1) to f'UliliariH the subjects

with the entire lUMJ (2) to itve tJle m1mals a start in the performance they
would be required to learn.

Thi. procedure also led (.3) to saving time in

maze training, owing to the tact that all animals received this coumon aeries

ot relevant experiences.
2. 'training in single alternat.ion. After being vater-deprived tor
twenty-tour hours, each subject received ten counted trials da1l;y tor the tirst
three successiw dqs of replar training.

The first trial on each day (for
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the entire period

ot trailling) wu a "free tria.l, U lo-called, because 1t was

not. counted as correct or incorrect, but always led to reward since both goal
boxes were baited. 1tJhether the patt.ern

ot alterna:t.lon would begin with the

right. or the lett side was determined by which goa.l box the animal went to on
the tree trial.

On all trials ai'ter t'r-a free trlal of an;r given day, the

a.n1ma.l was rewarded only it he went to the goal box opposit.e the one in which
he had last tound _ter. Thus, it the rat went to the riatrt-hand goal box on
each of the tirst tive trials, he would be rewarded onlT on the first trial.
On the fourth and f1!th rf!gular training days all animals (except. 116$,

#$5, 1J79, 181-/184) receiwd two dqa ot twenty' trtals each. Atter this, until
the end.

ot training, the

daily munber of oounted trials vas fifteen.

an1ma.ls listed earlier 1n this

par~apb

The

aa exceptions received fifteen trials

a day', after the tirst three ds.Ts of ten trials, until the end ot training.
The reuoo tor reducing t.b.e number or triala to fifteen (it had originally bee
decided to have twenty per dayJ after tbe orientation daya)

lrIU

that when

twant7 triala wore given dai17, the animals seemed to be less and leu
motivated during the last trials.

Deareas1ng the trials to fifteen seemed to

reaolw this problem.
On each trial the an1mal

was allowed betveen ten and fifteen seconds in

the goal box. During this period he bad ample tim<l to drink the wat.er in the
dipper, and the experimenter had time to till the dipper in the opposite goal
box.

Time allowed in the coal box remained conatant whether on rewarded or

unrevarded trials. Alternation tra1ning continued until the subject achieved
ninetY' per cent correct trials or higher on at least torty-tive successive
trials.

i</1thin three days attar reaching the oriterion the an1uls to be
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operated upon had surgery.

Unoperated subjects were treated in every other

respect like the operated animals.
Except tor four late-operated animals, used for the purpose of increasing
the number of rud1mant-tranaeoted subjeots, a waiting period of twelve da18
elapsed between operation and retesting. A week att.sr operation the animal.
-..ere again started on the water-deprivation regimen.

In the case of

l~

animals, pretrain1ng in the maze began nine days after operation (except tor
rat /ISS, a late-operated an1.mal given pretrainlng on the dqe immodiately
preceding operation).

The late-operated rats were placed on water-deprin.tion

training two dqs after operation AI they were trained sooner alter operation
than

was true of tbe other an1mal.a •
.3. Operationa. For four hours before beiDi operated upon the subjects

were depr1wd of both food and wat.er. All animals to be operated ware
subjected to et.ber aneRb.es1a Wore the operat.lon.

To induce aneat.hosl.a the

ar.t.ilIal was placed in an ether oabinet, a cylindrical chamber of tive-liter
oapaoity.

An electrio motor provided power for pumping a measured quantity ot

an ether-air Ilixture into the ether ob.amber. This mixture wu allowed to
escape through a aull hold drilled at the side of the ohamber oppoait.e the
place the pump tuba entered.

adDd.n1.stered on a wad

When llHded during the operation, et.her was

ot cotton.

Arter the anestbetio had taken etfect, the dorsal surface of the rat' a
bead was shawd.

Tben the ani1rtal was fastened into the stereotaxic apparatus

(Krieg StereotaxiC lnatrument, Modal #51200, Stoelting).

From a point midway

bet.ween the earl to t.he back of tJ.ut neck, a long Icalpel cut was t'Ilade.
the top skin

was clamped back, and the akull cleared of galea

Then

and periosteum.
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Now the

brO(D1'l&

became visible.

According to Krieg's Atlaa, tho point to be

penetrated, tor inducing da.mage to the rudiment at the place where the motor
and 8Om.atosewsory areas meet, lies approximately a millimeter and a halt

behind the bregta.

(See F1g. 3)

Atter finding the 55.5 coordinate" and using the bregma as a guide,
trephino boles were ch.-Uled slightly to the side of the midline, so as to
avoid damaging the lll8dian longitudinal einus.

A S!.nall pick gently penetrated

through the rest of the skull, when the partially drilled skull becanle paperthin. At this point the two-prollied electrode was inserted to the desired
depth and the OUl"rent. turned on.

In experimental s.n1mals, bi.lateral

destruction of the hippoc_pal rudimnt was intended.

Datna.ge in lesioned

control animal. (Group 5) was intended to be amaewhat more superficial than

the hippooampal rudiment. Control animals ot Group 4 (electrode track
controls) had the electrode inserted to the level ot the rudiment, but no
current wu turned on.

In the le.loned animals (Clt'oups 1, 2, ,) a pulsating

direot ourrent of 90 volts, 100 pulses per second was applied tor 15 seconds.
After this ended, the nlectrode was gently removed, the open area

ot the skull

liberally swabbed with alcohol, the blood now stopped with Oeltoam when

necessary, and the skull sealed with bone wax. At t.his point, time tor the
suturing ot the wound, some of the subjeots already shoved 8ips ot reviving.
Wit.h llUt.uring oompleted, the animle were returned to their oages, where ample

food, water, and wa.rmtb awaited thmn.

4.

Histology. After the ani.mala had been tested postoperatively, they

ware killed with an overdose ot etb;rl ether.
and pla.ced in tOrlT'.alln.

The bra1rls were removed in toto

Serial seotiolUl ot the brain were cut between fifteen
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and twenty microns in thinknees, i'l'Amsd1ately in tront of and behind the gross

..

The Kluver and Barrera staining process was used in preparing the

detect.
slides.

l

~,,'hen

the histological raeults baOQf;10 available, it was possible to

compare bow tho animal performed in the alternation task with the site and
amount of injury.

naport1."lg the behavioral results in the light of histo-

logical findings will be the work ot the following chapter.

lHiatological work was done by a trainad wchnician at the !oyola University
School ot Dentatl7, \U'ldar the di.raction ot Dr. Patn.ck Toto, M.S., D.D.S.
Brain slides wre read 'b-.r Dr. David Jones, Ph.D., IJ!.D., Proto••or ot Anatomy
at Stritch School ot Medicine, and by Dr. PatriCk Toto. For one subject
(#69) slide. were also assessed by Dr. Stanley Jacobsen, Ph.D., ot the
Hatioaal Inat1tute ot Health.

Chapter V

Raaults
This stud1' ot motor recall as artected by rudiment daJ:Aa&e in the albino
rat. yielded one unequivocal and consistent f'1nd1nga

aniluls that sustained

complete bilateral transection of the hippocampal rudiment. J:J!'i1ther learned nor
retained the alternation habit.

In contrast, subject,s with injurie. that

spared at least part ot the hippocampal rudiment vere able to learn and relearrl
the alternation problem.

Study ot the tra1n1Dg score. reported in Table 1 indicates the coapletene.. with whiob au1mals hav1ng complete rudiment tranaeot.lona tailed. Even
after ,00 po.topcoatift trials, JDM7 more than control rat. required tor

learninl, animals nth oOilplete rudiment transectioDl showed no s1p ot

l.ear1l1nI or relearl\1na the alternation habit.
Determination of Brain Injury
De~tion

ot what led to deteotlve pertormance

in

80me

animala but

not in other. 1s only po.sible tbrouih caratnl anal.yai. and comparison ot the
histological and behavioral f1ndinp.

This procedure will reftal the relation-

ships that exi.t between injury and alternation performance, i t and when nch

relationships occur.
Compari80U of behavioral results with brain damap must start, not with

assumed or intended damage, but 111th preoise determil'1ation ot where the

lesiona were actually made and ot what structures other than the intended ones

,0
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were involwd in the injury. A techrdque proposed b7 Krieg (1946) vas used to
map the si" and extent

ot lesions

in thi. experiment.

Krieg's Atlas ot

Standard Coordinates tor tile Rat Brain (1946) makes it posaible to locate
lesiou at

any'

leval in the brain. These ooordinate. are extressed in

millimetric intervals, in three dimnsiona.

The dorsoventral dimension

measure. trom 0 to 10, the post.ero-anterior dimensi.on ranges from 44 to 66J
the lef't to right d1wmslon extends !rom 78 to 90. Using the coordinate
ayatem ot Krie"

la.lo118 of' rat. in the present study w111 be reported as thaT

would be in the trash rat brain, on wJdoh d1.menslona this s78\eJa i8 busa.

In

using thi.s coordinate qatem, ot course, one &saum.es that brain tissue
shrinke proportlonate17 during preparation of' slides.
S1nce in the present experiment the behavioral relUlt.s tor both le.arning
and retention oloeely mesh with site

terms

ot inJUt7. result, will be ordered

ot site ot the primarT les1on. Table 1

in

and Table 2, whioh report the

behavioral and histological renlts 1n operate. IUbjeota, reapectivelT, and
Table 3, whioh reports the performance of' unoperated control animals, nll be
the baa1l

tar the di.oussion of results.

The disowssion will tollow the same

order .. i. uaed in the table••
COII\parison ot Behavioral and Hiatoto8iO&t RellUlta
COMElete tranaeo1;lon
Three anblat.

!! :!!! hipPOc!!p!l

rudiment

(In, 186, 161) auatained complete tranaection ot the

hippocampal rwi1ment at a point corresponding t.o Krieg coordiDatea 2.5, "."

84-82.5. In rat 111 the lesion extended posteriorly to a point. between Krieg
coordinate. 53.5-,4. The brains

or

theae ratti, then suata1ned l ••ions at the

depth of the corpus callosum (2.5), at the plaoe where motor aM sotUtoaenaor,.

Table 1
Learning and Retention Recorda of Operated Rats

Animal
Number

..omplete
franseetion
iippocampal
~diment

Trials Before
Operation
.Learning Retention

----235

86

~

190

71

Ttl.Partial
rtransect ion
~pocampal

itbld1ment

88

Mean-

89

70
72
7)
77e.
81

425

212

----175
205
1.30
190

255

8)a

180

Ttl.Mean-

filS

189

---------

-----------------60
105

1M
82

Criterion
Achieved

Trials After
Operation.
Learn1!1 Retention

----Yes

500+
500+

Yes

Tt.-

-----

f'I.ean-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Ttl.Mean-

----500+

----1600+

i~

375

-----

~oo.
R)

----------...-5~
298

200+
105
135
90
75
240

irfg

Criterion
Achieved
No
?to

10
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yea
Yes
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tfote.--I4arning :mean tor all animals reaching criterion, including unoperated control animals (N • 24) is
176 trials; median is 19~ trials. Retention mean for all animals reaching criterion (N • 20) is 110
trials J median i8 75 trials. Striking statistical signiticance 11&8 not achieved though behavioral
dirterenees following operation in one group (18~, 87, 69, 71) were marked and long -standing.
aThis animal also tound in Table 3; first used as unoperated control animal tor retention over time.
brhe rudiment is partially intact in this animal. Because of extensive danger to fornix, aubject is
classified here. See text.

\

Table 1 (Continued)
Learning and Retention Recorda

Group

Lesions in
Neighboring
Structures

Animal
Number

Trials Betore
Operation
LearniPJ Retention

61c
14
75
76
78

265

385
235
175

'ttl.MeanElectrode
Track
Controls

61

---------------------

1115
2.35

190
235

6~

---

65

145
115

66
68

5se

-----------

115

Ttl.Mean

---

14;

1.86

ot Operated Rats

Criterion
Achieved

Trials After
Operation
I.earn!5 Retention

---

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yss
Yes
Ttl.

-----------

210
15
45
45
45

4~o

Uean- ---

64

----300

45
180

•

Yes
Yes

---

iii

-----

Yes
Yes

---

.

330
Ttl.- ~o
Mean-

315

---45
90
--JOO

Criterion
Achieved
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

90

crn this animal, lesion prL"'!1al"ily in ventral ant.erior thalamic nucleus, a structure not damaged in any
other animal.
dNo histological report available tor this animal •

.
9J...ate-operated a.n.i.mal.
V\
\oN

\

Table 2
Structures Damaged in Operated Animals

Group

Animal
Number

Structures Damaged
Hippocampal
Rudiment

Cingu.late
Cortex

L

Ii

L

X

I

Cingulum

R

L

Cerebral
Cortex

Corpus
Callosum

R

L

R

L

a

X

I

X

X

X
X

Complete
Transection
Hippocampal

86

I

6<ji

X I
X

X
X I

P

87

I

X

I

Rudi..'nsnt

71

X .I

X

X

1

Partial
Transection

70

X

72

X
P X

I

X
I

Hippocampal

73

P

Rudiment

77

X

81
83

p

88

89

X
I
X

I

I

X

P

I
I
X

I
X

I

X
X

L R

b(See
below)

I
I

X
I

Structures

I

X

I

X

X

X

X

I

other

I

I
I

.I
I

X X

X

P.Des.Rt.
hippo
P.Des.Rt.
hippo
L. internal
cap.

I

X

Note. -- "X" indicates moderate to great damage to a structure; "pit indicates partial and slight damage to
a structure.
aThough the rudiment is partially intact in this animal this subject is classified here because of
extensive damage to a link in the proposed memory Circuit, i.e., to the fornix.
bLaft hippocampu,s destroyed; fornix interrupted.
Vl.

s::-

Table 2 (Continued)
Structures Damaged in Operated Animals

Group

Ani.ma.l
Number
Hippocampal
Rudiment

lesions
in
Neighboripg
Structures

a

61
14
7S
76

78
Electrode
Track
Controls

61

62
65

66
68

,5

Cingulate
Cortex

L R

L

p

CingulUJl

Cerebral
Cortex

L it

L

p

p

I X
X P
I
I

I
X P

X
X I
I I
I
I X

R

No eTidenee
No report
No evidence
No evidence
No evidence
No evidence

1.

R

Corpus
Callosum
L

R

Other

Structures
L R

(See
below)

X
I
I

I

of injur)'
of injU1'7
or injury
ot injU17

ot injury

BiExtenaive damage in right ventral anterior thalamic nuc1eu.a and. right stria medullar is ; changed
appearance of tissue in hypothalamic area

V1.
V1.

\
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areas meet

(55.,); and at or near the midline ot the brain (84-82.5). Thu8,

the hippocampal rud'1.ment, which lie. above the oorpus oalloswn, immediately to
the lett and right ot the midline, suffered bilateral and complete obliteration
at this level.
In another animal (169) the le8ion transected the lert-band side ot the
hippocampal rudiment, w1th

damage

extending below the corpus callosum, injuring

the lett h1ppocampus "Vf!JJrY' severely.

For a distance ot at least a millimeter t

fornix tiber8 below the corpus callo8WB were obliterated.

(See Table 2)

Sinoe

tornix fibers 1n lower 1It81JDa18 like the rat cour8e 1Jn1Iediately below the
COrpu8 callosum and the le810n in thi8 reg10n vas extensive, 1t 18 verT likely
that a total interruption ot rudiment connect10ns was ettected by this lesion
(Personal C01I'ImW'lioation,

s.

Jacobson, 196). \V'1th rudiment connections

apparently cut ott completel,y, this animal (/169), then, seeu rigbtf'l.1.ll.y' to
belong with the complete rudiment transected rats.

Thie subject might be more

precisely termed an an1mal with complete hippooampal circuit interruption,
rather than rud1ment transection, however, since connections trom the rudiment
and hippocampus 1n the proposed circuit (not the rudiment itself) were cut ott.
Because the hippocampal rudiment i. small, other structures (see Table 2)
were aleo damaged when rudiment lesions were intlicted.

The cOlllnOnl,y-damaged

incidental structures include cingulate oortex 1n the neighborhood ot the
hippocampal rudiment, cingulum, cerebral cortex, and corpus callos\Ull.

In the

column to the far right in Table 2, structures lasioned lese frequently are
listed. Extent ot the unintended le8iona vas inconsi8tent trom animal to
animal.

P088ible behaVioral signiticance of the incidental damage will be

disCWI.ed in detail 1n Chapter VI.
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Lesions in animals with complete rudiment transections ranged approximate
from slightly larger than
extent.

OM

millimeter to two millimeters in their greatest

This lesion size was normal for animals in the present experim9nt,

whether they were rudiment tranaected or not.

Only in rat #lIJ (with rudiment

oonnections interrupted) was the lesion somewhat larger than normal (between
two and two and a halt millimeters).
Behaviorally, animal. with complete transeotion of the rudiment or
complete interruption of the b1ppoca:npal cireu.it exhibited complete and longstanding failure in gaining (in the case of #86 and #87) or in recovering (in

the case

or #69

and #71) the alternation habit.

Only axd.mals having complete

transection of the hippocampal rudiment or ita connections failed to learn or
relearn within the limits of the experiment.
The all-or-none character ot the ability to alternate approximately is
clearly indioated by a comparison of performance in comp1etIJ rudiment animals
at the very and ot training, with performance at the beginning. After complete
transeotion or the hippocampal rudiment, l"ats for the study ot learning (1186,

510) than rats normally

1187) pertortl".ed no better on the last three
trial

466

training.

to

days of training (tram postoperative

do on the first three daya or alternation

On the lut three postoperative training days rat {l86 made correct

turns in the maze 53, 47, and 41 per cent or the time while rat 1/87 made
correct turns 73, 53, and 61 per cent ot the time.

Neither record shows

evidence or learn1ng, even though by this time the animals had received postoperative trials that exceeded the llUlllber needed by any anifllal without

complete rudiment transection for reaching the learning criterion.
In retention also, rats with complete rudiment trannation (171) or
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complete interruption of rudiment connections via the fornix (,69) showed
consistently defective alternation performance.

Before operation, these

animals had reached the high learning criterion of' at least forty-five
BUccessive trials, with ninety per cent correct trials or higher.

4,

Figure

which compares the performance of rat 1171 on the last seven postoperative
training d.a.Ta with the animal's own performance on the first seven oounted
training daya before operation shows the striking charaoter of the loss.

169 exhibited a similar pattern, indicating complete losl.
Fig.

4 it should be kept

Rat

In interpreting

in mind that the UWTlber of trial. per da7 is not

comparable on both graph liMa.

Tb1a is eo, since the first three preoperative

training days consiated of ten trials daily', rollowed by two daya of twenty
trials, then fifteen trials daily until the end of training.
graph depicts fifteen trials daily'.

The postoperative

It is noteworthy that by the time the

final postoperative week began, rat 1171 had already' bad tnIUl7 more retraining
trials (the postoperative graph begins with trial 406) than he had needed to
reach the high learning criterion before operation.

Tbe results indicate

olearly that within the limits of the experiment, there was a total and longstanding loss of a once well-learned alternation habit. At the time training
ended, no signs of improvement were evident.
Despite their poor performance in alternating approx1mately, rat. having
complete transactions of the hippocampal rudiment were indistinguishable in
other respects from normal animals that had the same number of alternation
trials at the time ot comparison.

Like normal animals, rats with oomplete

rudiment transeotions tugged and strained their entire bodies toward the maze
when brought into the experimental room. tor a training se8sion.

Once they were

59

Fig. h. Comparison ot tirst dqs ot training
betore operation with laet days ot retraining attar operation, in experimental
rat #71, with complete bilateral transection
ot the hippocampal rudiment.
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placed in the maze J and t.he door to the starting box opened, rats with oomplet.e
rudiment. transactions t.ypically darted down tM alley, sometims stopping
momentaril~

at the choice point.

In rat. #69, with rudiment. oonnections interrupted (because of interruption
or the hippooupal circuit), the tugging and straining toward the maze were
abeent; but the aniJnal showed norrna.l interest once he was in the maze.

For

example, like normal animals he frequently soratched the door leading into the

stam alleY'

ot the "'1'- between trials. In terms or number of correot tx'ials,

Mwever, parfol'"manoe of this animal was defectiVIe J be showed no evidence or
baing able to relearn the maze t.ask.

In terms or the th1)ory being teeted, it

is evident that rat #69 had. lost memory of what be had dona before, or motor
memory.
Summarily, tba onlY' ooneistent way in whioh rats with complete rudiment

transect ions or interruption of rud.1m.ent oonneotion differed from other animals
used in this experiment was that rats with those leeiona tailed to learn or

relearn the alternation habit.
Partial transection

2! ~

hiPp22!!P!l rudiment

In slight left-right misplaoement of the electrode, resulting in partial
or subtotal rudiment transeotion, the rudimnt damage was sometimes bilateral

(#72, 1f73, 181), but navel' oompletely severed the rud1mea:t conmctions.
Lesions in these anima18 shoved inconsistent damage to neighboring structures,
as

wall

alao true in animals with complete rudLwnt transectiona. Size or

19sions was not notably distingllieb.able trom that found in animale with
oomplete rudiment transactions.
It is

notewort~

that antmals in this partial transeotion group vere able
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without except.ion to gain prof'icioncy in t.he alternation problem.

(See Table

1) In tact, the all-or-none di.fterenca between the part1a.l and complete
tranaect10n groups is so marked that it prompted operating upon another group

ot animals (the late-operated animals) in the
d1acrep&ney'.

hope

ot aocounting tor the

v1hen the histological roeults came back, it wu discovered that

the only way- in which anil'll&ls that learned or relearnad differed from thoN

that did not learn or relearn was in oompleteness

or

the rudiment lesion.

Those with oomplete transection failed without exception; those with incomplete

transection succeeded without exception.
Perfo.mance ot animals comprising the partial transection group did not
,Urfer slgnif'loantly from that ot normal unoperated animals. However I there

was some tende& tor partial rudiment operates to take lonser than unoperated
rate to learn or relearn, as Table 1 1nd1cates.

Two rats in part1cular

(181,

#83), studied tor retention, showed decidedly deficient performance, which
requires

lome

interpretation.

When ueed originally as retention over time

anitlla18, these rata had shoved no loss whatever of the alternation habit.

But

after operation they did "I'e17 poorly in comparison with other animals having
partial transection ot the hippocampal rudiment.

How account tor the

discrepancy?
At least two possibilities could be advanced.

The animals with partial

rudiment transection sboWing defective alternation performance differed trom
other subjects with partial rudiment injuries inc

(1) being operated upon

approximately six weeks later than the original animals and about one week
atter being retested tor retention over tw; and (2) being retrained,
beginning on the fourth day atter operation, instead ot on the thirteenth
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postoperative day, as had been the cue for other operated animals.
first possibility, age contributed to the defect seems unlikely.

That the

The animals

were not much younger when tested for retention over time J yet then they
performed well.

The reason for impairment atter operation, then, appears to

lie with the second group ot possibilities---with the subjects t being
While we cannot be sure that the effect ot

retrained soon after operation.

the operation is the reason for the relative slowness ot 181 and #83, it is a
distinct possibility.

Lesions

!!!. peighboring

structures

All animals in this group learned or were able to relearn the alternation
habit.

Lesions were placed at the same antero-posterior level in the brain as

was true for rats with rudiment tranaectiona.

The electrode in this group ot

an1mals was angled in lateral17, so that the hippocampal rudiment at the level

ot the motor cortex would

be spared.

In MOst cases the lesions ot animals in this gJ:'oup were more superricial
than was true for rudiment operates.
and rat

Thil was espeoially notable in rat

#75

176. In one instance, however, the primary leI ion went deeper in the

brain (I67) than was the cue with the rudiment operates, damaging the right
ventral anterior thalamus.

Tissue in the region ot the hypothalamus in this

anital appeared to be abnormal.

Performance of this animal was irregular and

inconsistent followinc operation though be eventually regained mastery ot the
alternation habit. Although the abnormal condition ot the bypothalamic region
complioates interpretation of the behavioral results, one thing is certain and
unequi't'Ocall

the damage did not prevent relearning.

In teru or the theory

under test the relative slowness could be explained as owing to partial
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interruption ot neural impulses leading from the nntral anterior nucleus to
the premotor and motor areas.

With maD7 of these impulses cut orr, executing

the specific movements made in the past would be rendered dU'ticult.
Electrode track controls
The control animals who had electrodes introduced into the same area as

the experimental ardmals but without having the current turned on revealed
"no evidence of injury."

In some cues slim lines left by electrodes as they

course through the brain tissue were eVident, as wu illustrated in Fig. :3
(Ch. IV). All animals in the electrOde control group learned or relearned the
alternation habit.

In two electrode track animals tested for learning mastery

ot the alternation habit took somewhat longer than was true ot the typical
learning animal betore operation. A possible interpretation could be that a117
brain trauma hinders the recall of a task to be learned. However, the tact
that one animal even before operation (#75) needed more trials to learn than
either ot the electrode track learning animals required suggests that performance ot these rats lies within the normal range.

The clear-out and

consistent f1ndi.ng in all theN subjects is that without queatit'n, within the
limits set by this experiment., they were able to learn or relearn the
alternation habit.
Unoperated control.
Table 3 report. the behavioral renlts tor animals tested for retention.
The animals were retested twelYe days after they had originally reached the
learning criterion, a period comparable to the time elapsing between operation
and retesting under some ot the other treatments.

The result. indicate no

impairment in the alternation habit. Many ot the animale re-reached the
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criterion in the least number of possible trials (i.e.,

45 trials). Passage

ot time of the order studied here baa no etfect upon performance in the
alternation task.
One clear and consistent result has issued from study ot the reoords ot

animals used in this experiment. Aniw.als in which the hippocampal rudiment
V8.8 completely transacted completely failed to learn or relearn the alternation
habit.

In contr8.8t, damage to no other structure consistently led to failure

in the alternation habit.

How to account for the consistent detect in

alternation found in animals having complete rudiment transactions will be
disCU8sed systewAt1cally in the folloWing chapter.
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Table J
Number ot Learning and Retention Trials or Intact
Animals Serving as Unoperated Controls

ArrlJr1&l
Number

Number or Trials
Learning Retention

Achieved Criterion

79

165

60

Ies

81a

255

60

Yes

82h

lOS

45

YN

8)a

lSO

lOS

Yes

84

240

45

Yes

Ttl.

945

315

Mean

189

63

Yes

aAlso tound 1n Table 2. received partial transection ot b1ppocampal rudiment
one wek atter being tested tor retention ot single alternation habit.
bLealoned atter tested tor retention ot single alternation habit but died two
days postoperatively. hence not included in Table 2.

Chapter VI
Discussion, Implications, and Summary
The data ot the present experiment supply evidence tor the hypotheses
tested.

Complete bilateral transection ot the hippocampal rudiment was

consiatentll accompanied by oomplete 108s ot an alternation habit once learned
and by- oomplete tailure to gain the habit tor the first time. Consideration

ot alternative

w&1'8 to acoount

tor the same experimental rindings leads to the

conolusion that the hippocampal rudiment il critically involved in the
ps,ubologtcal function ot motor recall.

How stuctY ot the alternatives led to

this conclusion will be the work ot this ohapter to explain.

Extent ~ damai!-'
Some animals that showed no impairment in t.he alternation problem (#73,

#74, 1177, 1178) sustained lesions as large as those of animal. with complete
rudiment transections.

Since, however, all animals with complete rudiment

transeotion. manifested long-standing los. or the alternation habit while the
other animals did not, extent or leSions, at least or the order tound in the
present experiment, cannot adequately' account for poor performanoe in t.he
alternation task.
MotivatioMl

!:!!2. .;.;emo..-. .t.-,io;.;M;;;,;;;,;;.l

anomalies

It might be objected that brain damage sustained in the experimental
an1ms.l. could have led to:

(a) laok ot desire to attain the known reward, (b)

inability- to coordinate activity- to reaoh the goal beoause of disordered
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emotion. or (c) both or the foregoing conditions.

It this alternative view is

correct, motor memory would not be affected directly; it would be affeoted,
seemingly, because of lassitude or

10S8

of other functions, leading to doing

nothing in the maze.
How animals with complete rudiment transeotions acted in the maze
situation, as compared with operated animals without such injuries, is
euf'ficient to indicate that this argument lacks force.

For one thing, rats

with complete rudiment transectiona, all of Which failed in the alternation
task, gave every indication of wanting to reach the water reward.

The fact

that wch animals ran directly to the goal testifies that the animala wanted
watF.lr (and remembered it).

Moreover, like normal animals, rudiment-transected

rats gave evidence of wanting to hasten their entry into the maze at the
'beginning of a day (evidenced by straining toward the maze, behavior common
amng normal animals familiar with the situation and with what it leads to,
the water reward).

As soon as the starting gate of the maze opened, rata with

complete rudiment transeotions characterioally ran speedily (as is true of
normal animals) to the dipper in the gt)al box.

This behavior teatifies that

animals with complete rudiment transections (1) were able to coordinate their
activity toward reaching the goal. and (2) showed normal interest in the
situation ...
The activity of animals with complete transection of the hippocampal

rudiment was in fact indistinguishable from that of normal rats, except that

the rudiment-transacted animals failed to learn or relearn the action pattern
set for obtaining the water reward.

Tberefore, in the absenoe of emotional

and motivational anomalies, an explanation tor poor alternation pertormance in
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rats with complete rudiment tranaectlons must come from some other eourca.
Pbi!ical condition
In weight, eating habits, and vitalit7 exhibited during maze training and

at feeding times, animals with complete bilateral transection of the
hippocampal rudiment were like other operated rats. One might wonder, howewr,
whether loss ot sensory f'unctiona could have pre'Yented the rudiment-transected
animals from. learning and retaining the alternation habit.

Once again, both

on behavioral grounds and in terms ot eftects of t.be operation, this
poslibility can be excluded.
The sensory modalities molt relevant to solving the present T-mase

alternation problem are vision and taste.

Hearing is not directly relevant,

since no qatematic auditory cues are provided that oould aid solution of the
problem. The same is true ot touoh. Control measures (tor preventing
olfaotory tracking) make the sene of smell irrelevant to the problem.
!lthoqh, beoawae 01' the controls e1!lPloyed, vision and taste could not lead to
solution ot the T-maze alternation, these sensor,. powers are, surely, useful in
learning tbe T-Ulaze problem. Might it be, then, that detective vision or
ta.ete oould account tor the poor pertormanoe ot rudiment-transected subjeots?
The behaYior

ot the rud1ment-transected rats easily leads to the inferenoe

that the rats were able to !!!" an ability rat. undoubtedly make use of in
learning an alternation habit when viaion is available tor use.

The tact that

when brought to the maze at the beginning of a day'. training the animals
treq\l8ntly strained their bodies toward the open starting box also suggests
that vision

W&8

intact. On logical grounds one might sq that even i t vision

were loat, with other functions intact the subjects could be expected to show
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some evidence of learning attar

500 training trials. Although vision is useful

tor maze learning, it is not needed for learning an ordinary maze that doe. not
directly test visual discrimination ability (Ronzik, 1936).
None of the animals with complete rudiment transection gave evidence ot
lo.s ot the sense of taste.

The animals ran to 'the goal boxes as betore, an

indication that the sense of taste was not impaired.
It could be objected, perhaps, that the effect or brain damage of any
kind could affeot the animals

adverse~

and lead to impaired pertormance.

But

it this were true, the animal. with lesions in structures other than those of
the b1ppocazr.pal sY'Stem should be affected equally".

In tact, however,

lesioned control rate gave no evidence of the all-or-none lose found in rats
with complete bilateral rudiment transactions, thougb in some cases the amount

of tissue destruction was the same.

- -ot

'1'hue, on the buis of the evidence, ph¥sical condition, including loss

senaorl functions sucb as vision and taste, used in acquiring the al tarnation
habit, lee_ inadequate to account for deteotive alternation performance.

DamaS! !2. struotures

~ ~ ~

hipPOcampal rudiment

It lesions themselves cannot account tor functional 10s8

ability, perhaps site of lesions oan.

ot alternation

Since rats with complete transaotions ot

the hippoca.m:pal rudiment sustained damage to several other struotures, too, it
i8 reasonable to consider the

possibili~y

that incidental damase to unintended

structures accounted tor the alternation detect. J1.nimals with complete
transection ot the hippocampal rudiment sustained damage to several other

structures, though the

damage

was inconsistent trom animal to a.nimal:

(a)

cingulum, (b) cingulate region and cerebral cortexJ (c) corpus callosum.

In
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the case ot one subject vi th d1aturbed connect10ns in the rud1m.ent (on one
side) and obliteration of the h1ppocampus (on one side) the tornix also
BUttered ser10us damage (rat 1J69).
Stu~

of the les10ns made in the inadvertently damaged structures in terms

ot their correspondence with performance in the alternation task will help to
detendno whether it ia reasonable to maintain that suoh damage could acoount

tor the alternation detect.
<a> cingulum. Animals with complete transection of the hippocampal
rudiment sustained slight to moderate damage to the cingulum at the lewl
where the rudiment was tran.sected.

SUch damage was subtotal and inconsiatent

from animal to an.1mal (e.g., the cingulum

W&8

damaged primarily in one

hemisphere in rat 171 and rat 1i87, while partial damage in both hemispheres was
evident in rat #86). Animals showing no defect in alternation, however (1174,

1i77), also sustained damage to the c1ngulum at least as extensive and at the
same level .s was evidenoed in animals with complete rud1m.ent transactions.
Since damage to the cingulum. at the same level ot the brain was common both to
animals with complete rudiment transect ions and to other operated animals
(whioh ahowed no behavioral detect>, oingulum injury ot the kind and extent
~ ........... -~--man1teat in the preaent investigation oannot account tor the behavioral detect.
(b) oingulate and cerebral cortex.

In its greatest extent damage to

oingulate cortex in animals with complete rudiment transaotions involved areas
23 and 29b moderately, and area 290 to a slight degree.
oortex at thia level

W&8

evident in rat 1186.

Damage to the cerebral

These same areu, however, were

damaged at least as extensively and at apprOximately the same level in two
other subject. (1I77, primarily unilaterally, and

1174, bilaterally). Yet these
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animals showed normal performance.

Thus,

in~;ury

to these brain regions, at

least to the extent and of the type mani..fest in the present subjects, was not
critical for the alternation habit.
(c) corpus callosum. At least two animals (#88, #78) sustained injury to
the corpus callosum at approximately the same anterior-posterior level and at
least as great in extent as animals with cOtllplete rudiment transection
sustained.

In rat 1178 the lesion in the corpus callosum was made about a

millimeter to one aide of the tl".idline, with superfioial cerebral cortex damage
on both aides where the electrode was angled in.

In rat #88 the leaion in

the oorpt.18 calloeum extended to the region of the midline and involved !l8rt of

the hippocampal rudiment.

Since these animals showed no defect in alternation

performance, corpus callosum injuries at this level do not appear critical tor
alternation pt!rformanee that requires motor recall.
(d) hippocampllS.

In one animal (#69) plaoed in the complete interruption

group because of disruption of the pa.rt of the proposed circuit oarrying
fibera frau the fornix back to the cortical assooiation areas, the hippocampws

suffered very heaV)" da.'1\age on one side.

In two other ani."!l&ls (#72, 1173) that

lacked the very severe fornix injury' but sustained substantial da.m&ge to
side of the bippooampus, relearning occurred \dthin normal limits.

OM

Thua,

damage to the hippocampus on one side a.ppears incapable of accounting for tho

complete functional loas.

The interpretation, that the loss oould be

attributed to interruption of the fornix fiber5 (hence part of tbe memory
oircuit carrying fibers serving all modalities) stands u more plausible.
On the strength of the eVidence found in the present investigation, it

can

be concluded that dama.ge to inCidentally involved structures, of the kind and
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extent found in this study, cannot account for defective performance in
animals with complete rudiment transections.
C0s>lete transection

2! ~

h1ppoC&!lJ?!1 rudiment

Since the alternative proposals just considered cannot satisfactorily
account for the consistent defect in alternation performance found in animal.
with complete transections of the hippocampal rudiment, the process of

elimination leads to the hippocampal rudiment itself.

Here tIn distinction

between subtotal and total rudiment transection is seen as extremely
important, for it is the only evident leslon difference that demarcates
animal. that learned or relearned the alternation habit trom those that did
not.

That animala with unilateral or SIlbtotal damage to the hippocampal

rud1m.ent were able to learn or relearn the alternation problem seems to

indicate that motor recall can function as long aa some connecting fibers are

intact, even it their total is reduced.
It 18 true, ot oourse, that in the present experiment only a tew subjects
sustained total bilateral transections ot the hippocampal rud.inlant, while more
rud1tlent-damaged antals sustained subtotal injuries to the rudiment.

The

results, though, seem to indicate an all-or-none quality to the rudiment
lesions. Either the oonnection is completely iuterrupted---in which caM no
eVidence ot recall or retention of the alternation habit 18 shown; or the
connection persists with a reduced number ot fibers---tben recall is possible.
With a clear and consistent behavioral difference corresponding to complete

or incomplete rudiment transection, even a few cases tellingl,. depict a clearbut relationlhip.

Thus, in the presence of contirming evidence (marked alternation detect
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in ani1nals having oomplote transection ot tbi';~ hippocanpal rudiment) and in the

absence ot counter evidence (based on the other alternative explanations
considered in this ohapter), the hypotheses expressed in Chapter II merit
unequivocal support from the data ot the presant experiment.

The hippocampal

rudiment does seem to be a critical struoture for both learning and retention

of an alternation habit. Additional studies would be needed, ot cou:rse, to
determiM

mol~e

prec1aely the import ot the interrupted oircult.

To what do the results

or

this investigation lead? At tho time ot writing

several investigators are testing other aspects ot the general hypothesi.,

that the hi?pocampal sywtem is needed tor memory in the various modalities.
\rlhetber transeotion

ot the hippocampal rudiment at the level ot the

somatosensory cortex will prevent learning and retantion ot a tactual
di8cr1m1nationJ whether viaual and auditory learning will be eliminated by

lesiona that transect the torn1x---thsH qu8at1ons, aruing trom the

tOrml.llation tested in the present study, are being asked today.
A specific line ot !'u.rther invostigations could follow direotly trom the
preaent study of motor recall. l'lould the alternation habit be lost it lesions
lIer9

placed at the lavel ot the rud1.J:gant further forward in the brain?

It the

hippocampal rudiment wera completely transacted at the level ot the motor

cortex, would

too

memory losll 0xtend to other modalities? With appropriate

tasks tor testing memory functions in the different modalities, attar plaoing
lelliona at strategic points, it should be possible to gain unequivocal answers
to auch questions.
Starting trom the satne formulati.on, other studies could be suggested to

inve.tipte the related function ot imagination. ,-'bether damage to the
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.tructures Jl."opoaed tor imagination leads to los. ot tbat t'unotlon could be
daterJllined. Would
lOb

Jl')\or

memory alao be pre'ftnted by damage tbat results 1n

or aotor imagination? Would motor 1J1fJIIOr7 be impaired? Starting trom the

present rormlation the possibiliti.s tor extending researoh are as

Il'I1IIl8rOU

.. tbq are intr1piq.

III d1aoovertng an anawr to the qu.eat.i.on, whether rats loee or do aot

los. abiltty to pertorm an alternation tuk after OO1Iplete trauectton ot the
b1ppocupal rud1Mnt, the preMDt study baa Mttllad ita aim. B7 clar1ty1q
wbat part the hippocupal rudiment at one l.velot the brain pl..,.. in the
pqcholop.oal f'u.D:)t10n of motor reoall, 'th18 l .....attption baa contributed to
a worthwbi.l. quaeta to the aearob tor atnotural requlSites tor the
Pl'1Oholog1cal tunctlon ot motor recall.

It MT wall be that further tnvestiptiou ot the ktats auuested her.
vill lead to the tort ot posit.iw renlta, that happy barbor research workers
hope tflr.

Bu.t

".\her all the

"'1". be atf'f.rllati,.. or not, the pers1atent

tollov1.ng ot proai.inc leads oamaot but aDd. in prOlJd.ee fulfilled.

anewer to a questlon )Mt

that the

to nature be "78s· or -no" 18 tar le•• blportant than

11 duc0ft17 ot where the truth in 'the _tter lies.

Sleu7
Tbe present 1llwat1ptlon tened ODe pbue ot an b7P0thesi. proposed by

Arnold (1960), that the hlPPOCUlP&l I7ltem (lDolud1ng h1ppocampu ad
hippooampal rud1meDt) eerYeS Il8II.Ol7 in tbe varlous modallties. Speo1tlcal17,
this e:aper1meftt vas designed to disoowr lIb'.lther or DOt l.siona in the
hippocampal rudimel:lt at the motor leTel 1n the brain lnterfere with leamiDI
aDd reteatloa ot a1Dgle alternation habit, vh1ch . .de tor mastery the tunctlon
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of motor recall.
To test this hypothesis, twenty-five albino rats were divided into groups,
some tor the study of learning and others for the study" ot reMntinn of a
single alternation problem.

Learning animals had their first training in the

alternation problem atter surgery. Rats studied tor retention aoquired the
alternation habit before operation. All animals were trained in the sme
fashion but were sub jeoted to different treatments, so that botll learning and
retention ot the alternation habit oould be tested unambiguou.l1.
Separate groups of animals were subjeoted to the tollowing treatments,
(1) complete bilateral transection ot the hippocampal rudiment, (2) partial or
subtotal transeotion of the hippocampal rudiment J (3) lesions in neighboring
structures, (4) electrode track controls (in which the electrode was introduced
but current not turned on) J and (,) no injury (studied tor retention over
time) • Four animals were operated upon six weeks atter the original groups

ot subjeots, with the aim of accounting for discrepant behavioral tindings
already discovered in rats presumed to have complete rudiment transections.
The result. indicate that animals with complete bilateral transections of'
the hippocanpal rudiment did not learn or relearn the alternation problem,
even atter having 1a&n1' more trial. than nor1ll8.1 rata require.

An animal with

probable complete interruption ot connections ot the proposed memory oircuit
(rat

169) also showed complete

and longstanding loss, which in terms

theory under test would be predicted on the basis ot the damage.

ot the

In contraat,

all other animals, whether with partial rudiment transactions, lesions ln
other structures, or no leslons, were able to learn or relearn the alternation
problem wlthin the number ot trials allowed.

Reasons for temporary loss ot
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alternation ability in the cues ot several animals with incomplete rudiment
transections were advanced.
Several solutions were proposed to explain ttle experimental evidence
Which oould not satisfaotorily account tor the alternation detect tollowing
complete transection ot the hippocampal rudiment. The teeted hypothesis,
however, could adequately account for the experimsnta1 reaults.

'!'hus, the

tested hypothesis reeeives confirmation £rom the present experimental resul ta:
complete transection ot the hippo08JlP&l ruda..ent. at the level

or

the motor

cortex does seem to prevent learn1.!lg and retention ot a 81ngle alternation
habit.
import

It will remain tor further experimentat10n to determine in detail the

ot the interrupted cirou1t.

The present studT could lead to further related investigations that show

promise tor 1ncreasing our knowledge and understanding of the struotures
needed for learning and retent1on,
1mag1nation.

&II

well .s ot the related tunotion ot
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